
RAJYA  SABHA [16 August, 2004] 

The House then adjourned for lunch at forty-one 
minutes past twelve of the clock. 

The House reassembled after lunch at one minute past two of the clock, (MR. 

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair.) 

SHORT DURATION DISCUSSION 

Flood situation in some parts of the country 
 

6r. 08Q 9J2 :4i80/ ( MtहKj) : QKSSP\ aLIJLMN OP, ItIT LहWT QR ^LVT  QK�\Q  IT 
IJKLMN OP VK ^JKj r\� VjNK हwx MV avह�ST QTjT �j Ve � gv\ QKSSP\ I[�\� VT  gSejYs Lj 
UV tहeN हP Qह�_Lw�l M_`\ tK� VP IQ�\K Lj pp� VjKSK �_PVKj MV\Kh  uI I~ VT  �]Q 
pj� Q� हP uILj pp� हYSP  ]P LjvNe MVIP VKj� pp� Sहm हY IVP  �j ^O [wIjT pj� VT  
�]Q M[S हP uI M_`\ VY pp� VT  MWU VK\�_MW Q� �KMQW MV\K q\Kh uIVT  MWU JP QR IJKLMN 
QहY[\ VK ^JKj r\� VjNK हwx h QहY[\, [T� Q� हj _`l Njह Njह VP �KV� MNV M_L[KUx ^NP हRh 
Vहm tK�, Vहm IeXKk, Vहm IKunWYS, Vहm gMN_� ि�Z, Vहm g¨L_�ि�Z, Vहm ±WK, gSTV� �VKj 
VP �KV� MNV M_L[KUx [T� Q� ^NP हd, OY [T� VP IKQKMOV �j ^�]V r\_�]K VY MJvS-MJvS 
Vj [TNP हd h UV �VKj IT [T� VP OY g]lr\_�]K हYNP हd, MVIP jKº\ VP g]lr\_�]K हYNP हd, 
aIVP VQj NY§ Vj jX [TNP हdh tK� �j IeXK§ [T� VP �]Ki IQ�\K tS qi हdh uI tKj OY 
tK� ^i, XKI VjVT  MtहKj, gIQ OdIT jKº\� Q� aIST gLST IJP LejKST MjVKkl VY NY§ M[\K हdh QR 
jKN VY ZTWPM_OS Lj [TX jहK ]K MV uI IQ\ a§PIK tK� VP pLTZ Q� ^\K हe^ हdh MtहKj QT NY 
^OK[P VT  tK[ ItIT Jx\Vj tK� VK gहIKI MtहKj _KMI\� ST MV\K हdh QहY[\, ^LST JP �j 
uI I[S VT  [wIjT QKSSP\ I[�\� ST JP �j LwjT [T� ST ZP._P. pdSW� Lj [TXK हd  N]K IQKpKj 
L~� Q� JP L�K हdh MtहKj VT  38 MOW� Q� IT 22 MOWT tK� IT tejP Njह �JKM_N ]Th QR IJP MOW� VK 
SKQ Sहm WT jहK हwxh QsetSP, [jJxqK, IPNKQ�P, QeOÌ jLej, IQ�NPLej �j XqMj\K IMहN a�jP 
MtहKj VT  NVjPtS IJP MOWT tK�¯�N ]Th  jKº\ VK tहeN t§K �T~ �j t§P JKjP ^tK[P uIVP 
pLTZ Q� ^i हei ]P �j JKjP OKS-QKW VK SeVIKS हe^ हdh IKN हOKj qKx_� IT º\K[K Q� LKSP घeI 
q\K ]K, IK�T NPS WKX IT gMsV घj \K NY LKSP Q� tह qU \K _हm Lj Mqj qU h QKS_ VK JP t§K 
JKjP SeVIKS हe^ हdh tkP Ix�\K Q� Q_T�P QKjT qU हR h QSe�\ VT  OP_S Lj uI �VKj VP M_Lि�  
MtjWT ^NP हd h  QहY[\, हQKjT \हKx IQe� Sहm हdh Qqj tK� Q� ®IK WqNK ]K MV pKj� Nj  IQe� 
^ q\K हd, pKj� Nj  LKSP हP LKSP ]Kh घj हY, qKx_ हY, XTN –XMWहKS हY, tKq-tqPpK हY It 
Ve � LKSP Q� kwtK हe^ ]Kh Vहm Ldj jXST VP Oqह Sहm ]Ph I§V� Lj, हKi �Vw W, VÃWTO, Vहm JP 
\M[ £x pP Oqह MQW OKNP NY LMj_Kj VT  IK] L�e sS JP, IJP UV हP Oqह OKVj Ldj jXST VP 
Oqह  Íw xÍNT ]Th uNSK हP Sहm ItIT VMbS ि�]MN \ह JP MV ^_KqQS �j IxpKj VK IKjK IKsS 
X�Q हY peVK ]K, Mt¨Ve W M�vS-MJvS �j g�N-r\�N हY peVK ]Kh ST�SW  हKu_T OY tहeN  
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£x pP हYNP हd, _ह JP Vi Oqह ZwZ qi, aI Lj JP LKSP tह jहK ]Kh �ZTZ हKi-_T LP.k�Ww.kP. VP 
I§V, ¯KQP� I§V�  OY SPpP हYNP हR aI Lj JP LKSP tह jहK ]Kh M_MJvS SxM[\� VT  [YS� ±j OY 
u¢_�VQ�Z हR _T JP IdV§� Oqह  ZwZ qUh UV Njह IT jKOsKSP LZSK IT a�jP MtहKj VK I¢LVl  
Mt¨Ve W X�Q हY q\K ]K h I§V QKql VK Ixtxs ZwZ q\K ]K, jTW_T WKuS JP OहKx NहKx ZwZ qi ]P h 
UV हP ^_KqQS VK IKsS ]K,UV qKx_ IT  [wIjT  qKx_ OKST VK �j _ह SK_ VK ]Kh gqj LZSK IT 
tKहj a�jP MtहKj Q� Vहm OKSK pKह� NY हTWPVY¦Zj IT Vहm OK IVNT ]Th S VYi I§V IKsS ]K, 
S jTW IKsS ]Kh QR MOI uWKVT  Q� jहNK हwx QsetSP Q�, _हKx JP Jx\Vj tK� ^i हei ]P ,.हj IKW 
tK� ^NP हdh  [jJxqK-IQ�NPLej jTW WKuS, [jJxqK-O\Sqj,[jJxqK-MSQTWP, [jJxqK-IPNKQ�P 
\T IKjP jTW WKuS� g�Nr\�N ]P, jTW Sहm pW ]Ph �j JP Vi Oqह� Q� jTW WKuS� VP \हP ि�]MN 
]Ph WYq� VY OहKx JP £x pP Oqह MQWP, QहY[\, _T \ह Sहm [TXNT ]T MV _हKx हQ� LPST VK LKSP 
MQWTqK \K Sहm MQWTqK, XKST VT  MWU Ve � MQWTqK \K Sहm MQWTqK, OहKx JP £x pP Oqह MQWNP,_हm 
OKVj avह�ST �d¨Zj MW\Kh uI ि�]MN Q� jKहN �j tpK_ VK VK\l VjSK MVNSK QeिoVW ]K, ^L 
uIVK gSeQKS WqK IVNT हR, n\�MV jKहN �j tpK_ VK VK\l Qe�\ �L IT I§V �j jTW QKql IT  
हYNK हd �j uI ि�]MN Q� MI l  ह_Ki QKql IT हP jKहN VK VKQ MV\K OK IVNK ]Kh MtहKj VP 
IjVKj ST gLSP OSNK VY tpKST �j jKहN �j tpK_ VK\l Q� LwjP NKVN WqK [P ]P, Qqj I¢LVl   
QKql Sहm हYST IT tहeN t§P VMbSKi हY jहP ]Ph  
  

QहY[\, M j JP IjVKj ST gLSP ±j IT VYi VIj Sहm �Y§P हd? jTW Qx~P �P WKWw 
�IK[ OP ST �Kj¢J IT हP, �_x\ Oqह-Oqह OKVj WYq� VP IहK\NK VP हdh OहKx Lj I§V QKql IT 
OKSK IxJ_ ]K, _हKx Lj _T I§V QKql IT q\T, OहKx Lj I§V QKql IT OKSK IxJ_ Sहm ]K _हKx Lj _T 
हTWPVK¦Zj IT q\Th OहKx Lj WYq� VY N�VKW IहK\NK [TSP  ]P, tpK_ �j jKहN VK VKQ VjSK 
]K,  aI VKQ VY  avहYST �_x\ IxJKWKh Ot MtहKj IjVKj VT  twNT VP tKN हei NY _हKx Lj ^Q� VP 
IहK\NK WP qih ^Q� VT  Vi हTWPVK¦ZIl VY jKहN �j tpK_ VK\l Q� WqK\K q\Kh QहY[\, ^LST 
[TXK हYqK, QKSSP\ I[�\� ST ZP._P. pTS¨I Lj [TXK हYqK MV हTWPVK¦ZIl VP IहK\NK IT OY 
WYq SPpT tK� Q� MघjT हe\T ]T, avह� abKVj IejM�N �]KS� Lj Lहe xpK\K OKNK ]K h uIVY It WYq� ST 
[TXK हdh  
 

 aLIJKLMN QहY[\, MtहKj Q� LहWP tKj tK� Sहm ^\P  हdh jK��P\ tK� ^\Yq ST MtहKj 
VY [T� VT  I_�MsV tK� �JKM_N jKº\ VT  �L Q� MpिÑSN MV\K हd h VjPt 69 WKX हTnZT\j �T~ 
MtहKj VK tK� �JKM_N �T~ हd, OY LwjT [T� VT  �IN VK 17.2 IT JP º\K[K हdh हj _`l MtहKj QT 
�]Ki �L IT tK� ^NP हdh MtहKj Q� tK� _`l Q� VT _W UV tKj Sहm ^NP हd, _ह UV IT gMsV tKj 
JP ^ OKNP हdh हQ tK� VT  tKjT Q� MSिopN हYVj Sहm Vह IVNT हR MV tK� [YtKjK, MNtKjK Sहm 
^\TqPh QdST [TXK हd MV [PLK_WP Lj tK� ^i हd, S_¢tj VT  QहPST Q� tK� ^i हdh MtहKj Q� tKÍ� 
VK ^SK, MtहKj Q� _`� हYST Lj MSJlj Sहm हdh MtहKj Q� UV twx[ JP LKSP Sहm L§T, Nt JP MtहKj Q� 
tK� ^ OKNP h MtहKj VP OY SM[\Kx हd VYIP, VQWK, qxkV, tKqQ�P, QहKSx[K, gsQKjK IQwह  
uSQ� tK� ^ST IT MtहKj Q� NtKहP हYNP हdh IT IJP SM[\Kx STLKW IT ^NP हdh �j STLKW Q� Ot pp� 
हYNP हd NY _हKx Lj OW VK �Nj t�NK हdh uIMWU MtहKj Q� LKSP tjIST \K Sहm tjIST VT  VYi 
QK\ST Sहm हYNT हRh MtहKj Q� हj हKW Q� tK� ^SP हdh  
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aLIJKLMN QहY[\, MtहKj Q� हj IKW tK� IT VK P SeVIKS हYNK हdh MONSP QK~K Q� 
SM[\� Lj tKxs tKxsST VT  MWU, NZtxs� VP Qj¢QN VjST VT  MWU VT v�P\ IहK\NK MQWSP pKMहU, 
aNSP IहK\NK MtहKj VY Sहm MQW LKNP हdh ^L OKSNT हR MV MtहKj VT  M_JKOS VT  tK[ IT MtहKj 
^�]V �L IT tहeN VQOYj हY q\K हdh ^Q[SP VT  OY JP �~YN ]T, _T fKjXxk Q� pWT q\T हRh 
QKuvI,MQSj¨I, _S \T IJP ^Q[SP VT  �~YN ]T, \T It fKjXxk Q� pWT q\T हRh MtहKj LwjP Njह IT 
XTNP Lj MSJlj हY q\K हdh Ot JP MtहKj Q� tK� ^NP हd, NJP हQ�  ST�SW VT WTMQMZ  x k IT ]Y§P 
tहeN IहK\NK MQWNP हdh Qqj _ह IहK\NK [wIjT jKº\� VY JP [P OKNP  हdh ... 
 

./ �;7:8;1< JxkKjP OPh  

6r. 08Q 9J2 :4i80/ : Ij, \ह tहeN Qह�_Lw�l M_`\ हdh  

 

./ �;7:8;1< : ^L tYMWUh QR \ह Vह jहK हwx MV ^LVY tYWNT हeU [I MQSZ हY q\T हRh  

6r. 08Q 9J2 :4i80/: Ij, \ह tहeN Qह�_Lw�l  M_`\ हdh uI Lj OY JP QKSSP\ I[�\ 
tYWSK pKहT aS It VY tYWST VK g_Ij M[\K OKSK pKMहUh QR JP gLSP tKN NPS pKj MQSZ QT 
IQK¦N VjST VP VYM�� V�x qKh QहY[\, QR Vह jहK  ]K MV IP^jU  IT OY  IहK\NK MQWNP हd 
_ह [wIjT jKº\� VY JP MQWNP हdh aIQ� MtहKj VK OY Mह�IK tSNK हd _ह MtहKj VY MQWNK हdh Qqj 
QR VहSK pKहNK हwx MV tK� VT  QKQWT Q� MtहKj VP ि�]MN [wIjT jKº\� IT MJvS हdh  tKÍh uIVP �]K\P 
IxQ�\K हdh uIVK QeVKtWK VjST VT  MWU VT v� VY MtहKj VK M_�T` �\KS jXSK L§TqKh uI tKj NY 
Vi हOKj VjY§ �LU VK SeVIKS हe^ हd, हj _`l �IN kT� \K [Y हOKj VjY§ VK SeVIKS tK� 
IT हYNK हd h VT v� IjVKj MI l  NK�VKWPS IहK\NK [T [TNP हdh हQ WYq WqKNKj M_�T` LdVT O VP 
QKxq VjNT jहNT हRh MtहKj VT  MWU M_�T` LdVT O VP QKxq IJP LK�Z\� ST VP हdh Ot MtहKj VK txZ_KjK 
हY jहK ]K NY 1 WKX 79 हOKj VjY§ �LU MtहKj LdVT O VT  MWU M_sKS IJK IT LKMjN हYVj ^U 
]Th IJP LK�Z\�  VT  WYq� ST uIVY LKMjN MV\K ]K MV 1 WKX 79 हOKj VjY§ VK LdVT O MtहKj VY 
txZ_KjT VT  tK[ M[\K OKU, Qqj gJP NV aI M[�K Q� VYi tहeN t§K �\KI VT v� VP ±j IT Sहm 
हe^ हdh [wIjP OY IQ�\K हd, _ह \ह हd MV IKjP SM[\Kx STLKW IT ^NP हd �j ML�WT Vi _`Ò IT 
STLKW Q� Vi SM[\� Lj kdQ tSKST VP tKN हY jहP हdh QefT Xe�P हd MV uI _`l JKjN IjVKj ST VYIP 
Lj kdQ tSKST VT  MWU �Kjि¢JV VK\l_KहP �e� Vj [P हdh avह�ST 30 VjY§ ÓL\K M[\K हd �j 17 
NKjPX IT STLKW Q� VK\�W\ XeWST OK jहK हR Qqj MI l  VYIP S[P Lj kdQ tSKST IT IQ�\K VK 
IQKsKS Sहm हYqKh [wIjP JP Vi t§P-t§P SM[\Kx हR MOS Lj kdQ tSKST VP O�jN हdh _dIT UV 
[wIjP ½\YjP \ह JP हd  MV kdQ tSKST IT JP uIVK IQKsKS Sहm हYqK, QR aI Lj Sहm OKSK pKहNK , 
Qqj uI IQ\ MtहKj VT  WYq OY ^_o\VNK QहIwI Vj jहT हR, _ह \ह हR MV MtहKj Q� STLKW IT 
^ST _KWP SM[\� Lj kdQ tSKST VP ^_o\VNK हdh QR �sKSQx~P OP VK ^JKj r\� VjSK pKहNK हwx 
MV avह�ST �_x\    MtहKj OKVj _हKx VP OY tK� VP IQ�\K हd, aIIT �t� हYVjaIT [TXK हdh tK� 
IT OY ि�]MN a�LvS हei हd, aIVK OK\OK MW\K हdh UV IR�W ZPQ JP MtहKj Q� tK� IT a�LvS 
SeVIKS VK OK\OK WTST VT  MWU q\P हei ]P �j avह�ST JP Vi MOW� VK [�jK MV\Kh avह�ST JP 
�_PVKj MV\K हd MV uI tKj  
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VP tK� IT MtहKj VK JKjP SeVIKS हe^ हdh हQ ^�]V �L IT VQOYj हR �j gVT WT MtहKj IjVKj 
VT  MWU \ह tहeN QeिoVW हd, tहeN VMbS हd, MV MtSK VT v�P\ Q[[ VT  uNSP  t§P IQ�\K हd, 
aIVK QeVKtWK Vj IVT h uIVT  MWU VT v� IjVKj IT NejxN Q[[ VP ^_o\VNK हd n\�MV tK� NY 
uI IQ\ X�Q हY q\P हd WTMVS jPहd�WPZT�S VK VKQ aIIT JP VMbS VKQ हdh WqJq [Y VjY§ 
WYq� VY jPहd�WPZTZ VjSK हd, MOSVK घj –tKj X�Q हY q\K हd, XKST LPST VK IKQKS X�Q हY 
q\K हd, Q_T�P QKjT qU हRh ®IK WqNK हd MV Vहm Ve � Sहm हd, aS WYq� VY jPहd�WPZTZ VjSK हdh 
QKS_P\ Ôि�ZVY� IT JP \ह tहeN Ix_T[S�PW QKQWK हdh uIMWU QहY[\, Ve � VjY§ �L\� VP 
Q[[ IT \ह OY t§P ^tK[P हd, OY LP§K fTW jहP हd, aSVY jPहd�WPZTZ VjSK IxJ_ Sहm हd 
uIPMWU aSVT  MWU �Ld�W LdVT O VP ^_o\VNK हdh ®IT IQ\ Q� MtहKj VY �Ld�W LdVT O [TSK S 
MI l  MtहKj VP Q[[ VjSK हYqK tि¨V QKS_NK VP Q[[ VjSK हYqK nI�MV QKS_NK [eX �j 
LP§K Q� हdh  
 

QRST VहK MV STLKW VP SM[\� Lj kdQ tSKST VP ^_o\VNK हdh QefT tहeN a¢QP[ हd 
QKSSP\ �sKS Qx~P OP  IT �j V� � VP \w.LP.U. IjVKj IT MV tjI� IT aLTM�N MtहKj VY, MOIT 
�_x\ QKSSP\ �sKS Qx~P OP ST [TXK हd, aIVT  MWU L\�¦N QK~K Q� IहK\NK VP r\_�]K Vj�qT, 
�LT�W LdVT O VP r\_�]K Vj�qT �j OY MtहKj VK ML�§KLS हd, gLSP Qह�_Lw�l JwMQVK MSJKVj, 
aI ML�§TLS VY [wj VjST VK �\KI Vj�qTh ^LST QefT IQ\ M[\K, tहeN-tहeN sv\_K[ h  

 

SHRI DWIJENDRA NATH SHARMAH (Assam): Sir, I rise to speak on 
the recent floods in Assam. These have been one of the biggest floods in the 
State of Assam after 1950. In 1950, there was a big earthquake in Assam and 
after that there was a big flood which had affected the whole of Assam. Since 
1950, this has been one of the biggest floods that the people of Assam have 
faced. One cannot imagine the human misery that has been caused by these 
floods. Actually, rainfall is very high in Assam as compared to other States. This 
year it started in the month of April. So, it is the incessant rain in the State, as 
also the water that has flowed into Assam from the neighbouring country of 
Bhutan, the Tibetan region, and our own States of Arunachal Pradesh and 
Meghalaya, that has caused the biggest ever flood in the State of Assam. 
These floods have affected 3,500 villages in 18 districts of the State. The current 
floods have surpassed all the previous floods in the extent of damage to 
infrastructure, houses, agricultural crops, livestock, foodgrains and loss of 
other property. About five million people in the State have been affected by 
these floods and more than 100 lives have been lost. About 5 lakh hectares of 
cropped area has been damaged. More than 4 lakh houses have been washed 
away and 18 lakh houses have been partly damaged in this flood. The sufferings 
of the people due to these floods are beyond imagination. It has become an 
international issue now because the river waters flowing down from Bhutan 
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have flooded the lower Assam districts of Nalbari, Barpeta, Bongaigaon and Dhuburi. 

Sir, water also comes from Arunachal Pradesh which submerges many 
places of Assam. The water from Meghalaya also comes to Assam and submerges 
many places in and around Guwahati. So, Sir, it has become a perennial problem 
for the people of Assam and for the State of Assam. The loss and damage caused 
by these floods is beyond imagination. These floods have pushed back Assam, at 
least, by 10 years. Now, the relief and rehabilitation work is being done by the 
State Government and the Central Government. Our hon. Prime Minister 
immediately rushed to the State and announced many relief measures for the State of 
Assam. After these floods, the UPA Chairman, Madam Sonia Gandhi has visited the 
State. She also visited many relief camps in the State. We are sure that the 
Government of India is very sympathetic to the people of Assam. But, I have seen 
from my experience that the damage which has been caused by these recent floods to 
lives and properties of the people of Assam and damage which has been caused to 
infrastructure, road network and other communication system is beyond imagination. 
The relief and assistance which has been given by the Central Government is not 
sufficient. 

Sir, I believe that there are certain measures which should be taken up for 
controlling flood in the State of Assam. There are some embankments which had 
been constructed during sixties. Since then, these embankments were not taken care 
of. As a result, hundreds of breaches have been caused to these embankments. So, 
I suggest that breaches in these embankments should be taken care of. It is not 
possible for the State Government to undertake repair of these breaches as the financial 
condition of the State is not good. So, I urge upon the Central Government that funds 
for repairing these breaches which have been caused by the recent floods should be 
provided immediately. Sir, these floods have also caused damage to the road network 
in the State as hundreds of bridges, including concrete bridges have been damaged 
by these floods. This damage cannot be assessed in a day. Now, the floods are 
receding. I think the real assessment can be done only after flood water recedes. So, 
I request the Central Government to do something in order to mitigate the miseries of the 
people of Assam. The Central Government should give all help and assistance for 
restoration of normal life in the State. 
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Sir, in our State, there is a flood control authority, namely, the 
Brahmaputra Control Board. This Board has almost become a white elephant. 
So far, this Board has done nothing for controlling floods in Assam. I request 
the Government to revitalise the Brahmaputra Control Board so that it can take 
care of the problems of the State of Assam. 

Sir, there are some other problems which are being faced by the 
people of Assam. As the water comes from Bhutan and other neighbouring 
countries, it has become an international problem. The State Government 
cannot do much in this regard. The Central Government should do something 
to solve this international problem by taking up this issue with the Government 
of Bhutan and the Governments of other neighbouring countries wherefrom 
these rivers originate and their water comes down to Assam. 

It is the demand of the people of Assam for a long time. We are saying 
that this gigantic problem can't be solved by the State itself and the people are 
waiting for it for a long time. 

I request and demand the Central Government that the flood problem 
of Assam should be declared as a National problem and taken up by the 
Central Government so that the flood is controlled in the State of Assam. This 
devastating flood, has caused a lot of damage in the State recently and I urge 
upon the Government that all measures for rehabilitation, all measures for the 
repair of roads, all measures for the repair of embankments should be taken up 
by the Government of India, and all assistance should be given to the State 
Government so that our people can start the normal life after a few days. 

With   these   words,   I   thank   you   for   having   given   me   this 
opportunity. 
 

./ 012 3450 6789 ( MtहKj ) : ^[j�P\ aLIJKLMN OP, tK� VT  uI qxJPj M_`\ Lj 
^LST QefT tYWST VT  MWU OY g_Ij M[\K हd, aIVT  MWU QR ^LVT  �MN V� Nµ हwx h tK� VP ि�]MN Lj 
हQ Ot JP pp� VjNT हR NY tK� �JKM_N uWKV� IT ^ST _KWT WYq� VT  [[l  VK M_�T` Qह�_ हYNK हdh 
QR MtहKj IT ^NK हwxh हQKjK �[T� UV [eJ�²\Lw�l �[T� हd, OY tK� VP M_JPM`VK IT tहeN �JKM_N 
jहNK हdh tK� VP uI M_JPM`VK VY UV Lw�lNK Q� [TXST VP ^_o\VNK हdh OY I[S Q� uI ±j हR 
�j OY aI ±j हR, �K\[ IJP VP �pNK tK� VT  tKjT Q� हd MV OY LjT�KS हR, OY LPM§N हR, avह� 
jKहN MQWSP pKMहU �j tK� VT  VKj�� VP XYO VT  [wjqKQP �\KI हYST pKMहU, uIVP jYV]KQ 
VP IK]lV �pNK हYSP pKMहUh  We can not take the floods in a lighter vein anymore. 
^[j�P\ aLIJKLMN OP, \ह tKN QR ^jxJ Q� t§P M_SÎNK IT uIMWU VहSK pKहNK हwx MV Lw_l  VP 
IjVKj Q� SM[\� VY OY§ST VK  
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UV �\KI हe^ ]Kh aIVT  MWU UV ZK�V  YIl tSKi qi ]Ph QR uI tKj VP tOZ �LPO Q� [TX jहK 
]K MV ÕÖLe~ IT tTMIS �j gv\ tTMIS VT  M_VKI VT  MWU NPI VjY§ �LU VK �K_sKS MV\K q\K 
हdh NPI VjY§ �LU MVNST हYNT हR, \ह tNKST VP ^_o\VNK Sहm हdh WTMVS t§P MO¢QT[KjP VT  
IK] QR \ह VहSK pKहwxqK MV Si IjVKj VT  tSST VT  IK] हP OY IxVT N M[\T qU हR MV uIVP VYi 
^_o\VNK Sहm हd, Qd VJP \ह [K_K Sहm V�x qK MV SM[\� VY OY§ST VP Q�MWV LMjV¨LSK 
हQKjP ]P h हQ \ह QKSST VY Nd\Kj हR MV _ह ^LVP LMjV¨LSK jहP हYqP, QR ^LVY �Qj� VjKSK 
pKहwxqK MV 1982 Q�, Ot ^LVP IjVKj ]P, Nt uIVT  MWU UV VQTZP tSKi qi ]Ph WTMVS Vi 
SM[\� VK LKSP Vi uWKV�  Q� gMsV हYNK हdh \M[ MtहKj Q� avSPI MOWT tK� IT �JKM_N हR NY 
aIP IQ\ gbKjह MOWT IwXT IT �JKM_N JP हRh gt uIVT  MWU M_pKj NY VjSK हP L§TqKh \ह UV 
t§P qxJPj �pNK VP tKN हdh QR ^jxJ Q� M_SÎNK IT VहSK pKहwxqK MV   We need to seriously 
think about interlinking of river problem. ÕÖLe~ Q� NPI MtMW\S n\wITV IT JP gMsV 
gMNMj� LKSP ^NK हdh [M�� Q� LKSP VY WTVj, W§Ki हYNP jहNP हdh ^O uI M_`\ Lj qxJPjNK 
IT IYpST VP ^_o\VNK हdh हQ MtहKj VT  हR, हQKjT \हKx SM[\Kx gSvN हR, Vi हRh uSQ� LKSP ^NK हRh 
STLKW IT LKSP ^NK हd h STLKW VP SM[\Kx MtहKj Q� ^NP हd, Lw_� a�j �[T� Q� ^NP हd �j Ve � 
txqKW Q� ^NP हd h uIIT aSQ� LKSP t�NK हdh uIVT  jYV]KQ VP n\K �pNK VjSP L§TqP, [wIjK 
Qह�_Lw�l I_KW \ह हdh ^[j�P\ IJKLMN OP, QR ^LVT  QK�\Q IT UV tKN I[S VY tNKSK pKहwxqK 
MV ... 
 

हQKjT \हKx ZYZW 3454 NZtxs हR �j 29.49 WKX हdnZT\j UMj\K �YZTnZTk हdh QहY[\,\ह 
ZYZW ÌWk �YS UMj\K VK MI l  42.9 LjI�Z हdh NY Ot ^tK[P हd NY aI VT  MWU हQ� M_�T` �pNK 
VjSP L§TqP h QहY[\, ^O QR \ह VहSK pKहNK हwx MV ML�WT 16-17 _`Ò IT _हKx NZtxs� VT  jX 
jXK_ VP ि�]MN tहeN हP [\SP\ हdh QR uI tK� Q� IQ�NPLej q\K ]K OY MV tK� IT tहeN º\K[K 
�JKM_N MOWK हdh uI VT  gWK_K QR Q�MjISqj q\K, jYIWKXxk q\K �j �j _हKx LKSP Q� घeIVj 
[TXK h QहY[\, _हKx tKqQNP VK UV NZtxs हd OYMV 8 Oqह IT ZwZK हd �j 50 हOKj घj Over-
ride tह qU n\�MV LKSP VK WT_W UVKUV 12-13  PZ ab q\Kh QdST OKSST VP VYM�� VP MV uI 
NZtxs VP ^MXjP Qj¢QN Vt हei NY QKWwQ हe^ MV 12-13 _`Ò IT Sहm  हei h ®IK n\� हYNK हd? 
n\K हQ NZtxs�  VT  jX jXK_ Q� JP jKOSPMN Vj�qT? QRST MtहKj VT  UV Qx~P VK _�r\ [TXK ]K MV 
NZtxs  tK� VP IQ�\K VK It IT t§K VKj� हdh n\K \ह IYp IहP हd ? QefT tNK\K q\K ]K MV 
MtहKj VT  [Y t§T STNK±x ST VहK MVwe shall not allow interlinking of rivers, WTMVS ^O aS VT  
UV Qx~P ST VहK MV VYIP �j qxkV VY हQ OY§T NY uI IQ�\K VK IQKsKS MSVW  IVT qKh QR 
\ह uIMWU VहSK pKहNK हwx MV tK� VT  tKjT Q� Vi tKj jKOSPMN IT £Lj abVj tYWST VP O�jN 
हdh MtहKj VT  UV t§T STNK हd MOS VK हQ It I¢QKS VjNT हRh _T ^O VT v� Q� Qx~P हdh  aS VK 
�ZTZQ�Z ]K MV tK� IT WYq� VY LjT�KSP Sहm हYNP n\�MV qjPt VY Q�WP घj Q� XKST VY MQW 
OKNP हdh  
 

./ Q4OA/ N8N Q4iN (1nह80) :  ^L tहeN N½\K�QV tKN tYW jहT हR, g¸�P tKN tYW jहT 
हR, uI Q� jKOSPMN Sहm हYSP pKMहUh  
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./ 012 3450 6789 : QxqSP WKW OP , QefT V� L\K tYWST [�h aLIJKLMN OP, QR \ह VहSK 
pKहNK हwx MV tK� VT  M_`\ VY jKOSPMNV M_jYs �j gxNM_jYs VT  [K\jT IT £Lj abKSK  L§TqK 
n\�MV \ह UV qxJPj M_`\ हdh _हKx gq�N VT  LहWT I¦NKह NV 500 IT £Lj WYq QKjT qU हRh 
QहY[\, QR M j a¨WTX VjSK pKहNK हwx, QR IQ�NPLej q\K ]Kh _हKx WYq� ST QefT घTj MW\K �j 
VहK MV हQ� ^L �j pw§K M[W_KuUh JxkKjP OP ST bPV VहK MV pw§T VP r\_�]K VP q\P हd, 
WTMVS I_KW \ह हd MV pw§K MVNSK MQWK हd ? I� ¯KQ, kT� I� ¯KQ pw§K MQWK �j _ह JP ^jxJ 
VT  qKx_� VY M[\K q\Kh QR ^xV§T L� jहK ]K 8 VjY§ VK IKQKS,UV VjY§ VK IKQKS हdWPVY¦Zj 
IT MqjK\K q\K �j हdWPVÃ¦Zj IT MqjKST VK Xpl ^\K 8 VjY§ �L\K h aLIJKLMN OP, ^O _हKx 
It IT t§K VKQ OQPS  Lj [_K �j jKहN Lहe xpKST VK हdh _हKx हdWYOS VP MZMV\K, LKSP VY IK  
VjST VP  MZMV\K, �Wm�pq LKakj Lहe xpKST VP हd gv\]K VÃWjK, हdOK, LPMW\K VP tPQKjP  d WST 
VK gx[T�K हdh QहY[\, ^[QP NY ^[QP, हQKjT L�esS VP ि�]MN JP tहeN XjKt हdh QdST tK� VT  
uWKVT  Q� घeIVj [TXK हd MV _हKx qK\ �j JdI� VT  LKx_  w W qU हR MOS VT  aLpKj VP VYi r\_�]K 
Sहm हdh QRST aS VT  g�LNKW Q� OKVj Lw�K NY tNK\K q\K MV gJP NY हQ ^[QP VP IT_K Sहm  Vj 
LK jहT हRh  
 

aLIJKLMN OP, ^O _हKx LKSP aNj jहK हd �j LKSP Ot aNj jहK हd NY ®IT uWKV� Q� 
QहKQKjP   d WST VP tहeN t§P ^�xVK tSP jहNP हdh QR OKSSK pKहNK हwx MV n\K QहKQKjP Q� �pNK हY 
jहP हd? QहY[\, QTjT IKQST हQKjT �[T� VT  uxOPMS\�jq IxqbS� VT  Ve � _�r\ हRh avह�ST Lि�WV 
�Z�k MW\K MV ML�WT 10 _`Ò IT हQ� NZtxs� VT  jX jXK_ VK VKQ  Sहm M[\K OK jहK हdh n\K हQ 
uIT IहP QKS�? gqj ®IK हd NY \ह tहeN [eJ�²\Lw�l ि�]MN हdh uI VT  IK] हP QTjT LKI Ve � gXtKj� 
VP VNjS� JP हR MOS Q� tNK\K q\K हd MV qdI VK MIW�kj 700 �LU Q� MtVK, Lj_W 30 �LU 
MVWY MtVKh uI It VK n\K QNWt हd?  
 

हQ qjPt� VP tKN VjNT हR, WTMVS Ot हQ IKQKMOV v\K\ VP �pNK VjNT हR NY LहWT हQ� 
\ह IYpSK L§TqK MV ItIT gMsV VMbSKi qjPt� VY uIQ� हei हR, ItIT gMsV LjT�KSP qjPt� VY 
हei हdh \ह tKN QR ^LVT  IKQST jXSK pKहNK हwx MV tK� VP M_JPM`VK MVNSK LjT�KS VjNP हd? 
IQ�NPLej Q� QR WYq� IT tKN Vj jहK ]K, NY QTjT IKQST UV QMहWK ^i �j aIST VहK MV QTjP tहw 
tPQKj हR, g�LNKW Q� हd, Ve � Q[[ VMjUh हQST Ve � Q[[ VjKih _हKx UV L~VKj ST tNK\K MV 
MOI qKx_ IT \ह QMहWK ^NP हd, aI qKx_ VP QMहWKUx घwघxZ Q� JP I§V� Lj Sहm ^NP हd ^O _T 
I�VZ हK£I �j tKVP Oqह OKVj JPX QKxqST VY QOtwj हdh \ह tK� VP M_JPM`VK हdh \ह tK� 
VP M_JPM`VK हQ NJP IQf IVNT हd, Ot gx[j OKVj हQ aIVY [TXST VP VYM�� Vj�h  
 

^[j�P\ aLIJKLMN QहY[\, QR tहeN LP§K VT  JK_ IT \ह VहSK pKहNK हwx MV ^O tK� 
VP M_JPM`VK VY tहeN qxJPjNK IT WTST VP O�jN हdh STLKW IT SM[\Kx ^NP हR, JxkKjP OP ST VहK, 
_`l 2000 Q� �\KI MV\K q\K ]K, I¦NVYIP kTQ tSK, �YOTnZ MjLYZl ^i, OÃ\Z ªM I tST, 
OÃ\Z ªM I tSST VT  tK[ kPLP^j tST, gt IJP VKQ [Y IKW VT  gx[j VjSK हd, uIVY MVNSK 
^qT t�K\K OK jहK हd? OdIP JxkKjP OP ST tKN VP, MV LdVT O MQWSK pKMहU, Iह\Yq MQWSK 
pKMहU, QR VहwxqK MV LdVT O JP MQWSK pKMहU �j LdVT O Q� LYMWMZnI JP Sहm हYSP pKMहU h gqj 
1.80 WKX VjY§ VP tK N VP OKU �j MQWT 3000 VjY§ IQM_VKI \YOSK Q�, OY Vi WYq� VY 
tKxZSK हd, NY \ह n\K QNWt हe^? tK� VP IहK\NK  
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VT  MWU QKxqK OKU 8000 VjY§ �L\K �j M[\K OKU 115 VjY§ �L\K, NY \ह n\K QNWt हe^? 
OY QKxqK OKU, MQWSK pKMहU, QR aSVP QKxq VK IQ]lS VjNK हwx, WTMVS uIIT LहWT UV tKN �j 
VहSK pKहNK हwx , MV OY LdIT M[U OKUx aIVK aL\Yq n\K हYqK? \ह tKN QR ^LVT  IKQST uIMWU 
jXSK pKहNK हwx,^[j�P\ aLIJKLMN OP, MV S�_m Lxp_`�\ \YOSK Q� MtहKj VY VYIP Lj 
Ve jITSK, MNjteहKjP, LeSLeS Lj tKxs tSKST VT  MWU O� LdIK M[\K q\K ]K, Ot aIVT  tKjT Q� Lw�K 
q\K MV aIVK n\K हe^, NY �qMN MQWP �wv\ tKxs Sहm tSKh M j _`l 2002-2003 Q� 36 MVWYQPZj 
tK� VT  NZtxs tSKST VK W×\ ]K, _हKx JP �qMN हei �wv\h _`l 2003-2004 Q� gSeQKMSN jKM� VY 
133 VjY§ IT घZKVj 117 VjY§ MV\K q\K, Ot 31 QKpl LwjK हe^ NY �qMN MQWP �wv\h  
 

QKSSP\ aLIJKLMN OP, UV Nj  NY MtहKj VT  qjPt WYq, tK� IT LPM§N , LjT�KS WYq 
�j [wIjP ±j OY LdIK QKxqK OKU, _ह MQWSK pKMहU, WTMVS OY LdIK ¦WKS Q� �K_sKMSN हd, aI 
LdIT VK aL\Yq S हY, ®IK n\� हYSKpKMहU? uIMWU Qd \ह VहSK pKहNK हwx MV tK� VP �pNK VT  
IK] \ह JP [TXSK tहeN O�jP हd MV OQPS Lj MVNSP jKहN iQKS[KjP IT txZ jहP हd? QdST [_Ku\� 
VP tKN VP, jKOSPMN हQKjT tPp Sहm हYSP pKMहU �j S jKIOSPMN घZV� VT  tPp हYSP pKMहUh 
\ह tKN QR uIMWU Vह jहK हwx QKSSP\ aLIJKLMN OP, QTjT LKI gXtKj VP VNjS हd, uSVP 
^[j�P\ IjVKj VT  MtहKj VT  UV _Mj�b Qx~P ST UV VjY§ VP [_K WT OKVj tKxZST VK ^¯ह 
MV\K, WTMVS uSVT  [wIjT  घZV VT  ^[j�P\ IK]P ST uI ^¯ह VY beVjK M[\Kh uIVK n\K 
QNWt हd? Qd SKQ  Sहm WTSK pKहNK, [YS� _Mj�b Qx~P हR h  
 

6r. 08Q 9J2 :4i80/ : Ij, \ह n\K tYW jहT हR?  
 

./ �;7:8;1< :  JxkKjP OP, tYWST [PMOUh  
 

./ 012 3450 6789 : _हP tYW jहT हd, OY gXtKj Q� �LK हdh  
 

6r. 08Q 9J2 :4i80/ :  gXtKj Q� NY ^L हP �L_K [TNT हR �j ^L हP tYWST WqNT हRh ... ( 
>?2@8A)... 
 

./ �;7:8;1< : JxkKjP OP, aSVY tYWST [PMOUh  
 

./Q</ 712<8 38098 ( qeOjKN ) : Ij, QR \ह tNKSK pKहNP हwx MV OY \ह �L_KNT हd, _हP 
�LNK हdh ... ( r\_sKS ) ... 
 

i8. 5d Q5d Q 08? ( MtहKj) : [_Ku\� VP tKN n\K Vह jहT हR? \ह NY QKM \K VK º\K[K 
[[l aSVY हd, S ? ... ( >?2@8A)... 
 

./ �;7:8;1< : tYMWU, jM_ �xVj �IK[ OPh  
 

./ 012 3450 6789 : ^[j�P\ aLIJKLMN OP, Ve QVe Q jK\ OP NY \हKx Lj UV LejKSP 
I[�\K ह� qi हd, \ह QKM \K _qdjह ��[ aMpN Sहm हdh  QTjT �\KW IT WqNK हd, avह�ST \ह हWVT -
 e WVT  Q� VहK हdh uIVY  °ÃL MV\K OKUh  
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i8. 5d Q5d Q 08?:  Ij, QdST SKQ Sहm MW\K MVIP VK h QdST VहK MV uI [T� Q� QKM \K VP 
IQ�\K हdh ... ( >?2@8A)... 
 

./ 012 3450 6789 :  QRST \ह VहK MV QTMkMIS QKM \K IT WM§\T S, हQ ^LVT  IK] हR h 
WTMVS ^LVP IjVKj VT  UV Qx~P _Mj�b Qx~P, MtहKj VT  Qx~P UV VjY§ �LU VP [_K WTVj OKST 
VP tKN VjNT हR �j ^LVP IjVKj VहNP हd MV Sहm, हQ ^LVY LjMQZ Sहm Vj�qTh \ह V�S IP 
jKOSPMN हdh NY QdS ^j¢J Q� VहK ]K ^[j�P\ aLIJKLMN OP, The politics of flood must 
stop. n\YMV OY qjPt OSNK हd, LPM§N OSNK हd _ह IहP Q� jKहN pKहNP हdh tK� VT  [wjqKQP 
�\KI हYST pKMहUh ^O ItIT t§P ि�]MN QTjT �KxN Q� JeXQjP  VP हdh _हKx WYq� ST Ot �[�lS MV\K 
NY aS Lj qYMW\Kx pWKi qih WYq� ST 12 Oqह qYkKaS Lj हQWK tYWK, WYq ~KMहQKS Vj jहT ]T, 
WYq LjT�KSP Q� हR �j ^O  Ot tK� VK LKSP aNj jहK हdh NY QहKQKjP t§P Ix�\K Q�  d WST VT  
MWU ^�xMVN हdh ^[j�P\  aLIJKLMN OP, QR IjVKj IT O�j OKSSK pKहwxqK, tहeN M_SÎNK IT 
OKSSK pKहeqKx  MV tK� VP gJP OY ि�]MN ^i हd, OY MtहKj ST gLSP tKN VP हd �j OY QKxq VP 
हd, OY ^IKQ  ST QKxq VP हd aS LdI� VP r\_�]K VT  tKjT Q� \ह IjVKj n\K IYpNP हdh gxMNQ tK� 
VP uI qxJPj IQ�\K VT  MWU [wjqKQP LMj�KQ� VT  tKjT Q� \ह IjVKj n\K IYpNP हd h  OY ItIT 
qxJPj M_`\ हd MV \ह IKjP jKहN qjPt WYq� VY qKx_� Q� MQWT, aSVT  LKI MkWP_jP QdVT MSºQ bPV 
हY, uIVP Q�MSZ�jq VP n\K r\_�]K हdh tKj tKj VT v�P\ IjVKj \ह VहTqP MV \ह jKº\ VK 
M_`\ हdh jKº\ IjVKj VहTqP MV VT v� हQ� LdIK Sहm [TNK हdh \ह OY ^LI VK gxNjM_jYs हd \ह 
IQK¦N हYSK pKMहUh tK� VP M_JPM`VK VP qxJPjNK VY हQ� IQfSK L§TqK h ^LST QefT IQ\ M[\K 
uIVT  MWU tहeN-tहeN sv\_K[ h  
 

SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE (West Bengal): Mr. Vice-Chairman, 
Sir, it is very unfortunate that even after 57 years of our independence, we are 
periodically discussing the problems of flood, drought and other such natural 
calamities in Parliament. Even today, while discussing the flood situation in the 
States of Bihar, Assam and in some other parts of the country, we say that this 
time the flood situation is worse than the previous floods, and that the drought 
situation is worse than the previous droughts. This is the real situation in our 
country. How should we to face this situation? 

Very recently, in Kerala, 25 people lost their lives, and agricultural 
crops got damaged in landslides. I myself experienced in Assam that even after 
a lapse of 11 days of floods, communication was the major problem there. 
Sometimes, we felt that the Government machinery is helpless in controlling the 
situation. Some people say that during floods, fiscal deficit is there, so, we will 
start selling the profit- making companies. Maybe, that is the opinion of 
Members of one side of this House. But the situation is very, very critical. We 
must find a solution for these natural disasters; keeping the short-term and the 
long-term perspectives in view.   It is good that the hon. 
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Prime Minister visited the States of Assam and Bihar. From our side, we, the 
Members of the Left Parties, also visited the States of Bihar and Assam. I was 
in Assam along with my party leaders. I had toured extensively the Nalbari and 
Kamrup Districts of Assam, and found that the situation there is' very, very 
grave. One of the hon. Members from Bihar has just now narrated his 
experiences about the flood situation in Bihar. Sir, the Planning Commission in 
the recent Five Year Plan document has estimated that on an average the flood 
damages 1.2 million houses. However, the hon. Member from Assam has just 
now said that due to recent floods, five million people have suffered heavy 
losses. Sir, in Assam, 26 or 27 districts suffered heavy losses due to the recent 
havoc caused by floods. The situation in Bihar is reportedly much grave than 
Assam. I have seen, Sir, that even after passing of eleven days, in one place at 
Nalbari district, eleven thousand marooned people are staying isolated. They 
are completely stuck up there and nobody can reach them. The problem of 
communication is so grave that everywhere where there were floods, the 
affected-area got completely cut off. 

Sir, from the records of the Planning Commission I have seen that 
after the discussion on previous floods, a decision was taken that due to 
breaches in embankments and bridges, the large areas are getting submerged. 
So, a regular maintenance is required. Then the problem of negligence is also 
there. I find that in Assam, the problem is still there. The Plan Document 
mentioned about a task force. It recommended for people's participation in 
maintaining these embankments. Maintaining these embankments is one of the 
most important issues. Even during current floods, there were a lot of 
complaints about the maintenance and breaches in embankments. So, that is a 
very important problem. We must look into It. In Assam, I find that there is a 
determination to combat this menace. In one place, in Digheli, in Nalbari 
district, I found that just after receding of the flood water, farmers have started 
planting of seedlings there. So, I think, free supply of seedlings to the poor 
farmers is a must during the time of natural disaster whether it is in Bihar or 
Assam or anywhere else. We do have our problems in North Bengal. I come 
from the State of West Bengal. In some parts of North Bengal, there is a very 
serious problem. Sir, I suggest that in places where there is no access even 
after ten or eleven days of floods, we must take some steps to construct 
shelters where the marooned people can stay at the time of such an 
emergency. We must make plans to construct shelters for the marooned 
people at the time of emergency.   Some people will say that the problem is 
there because there 
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is no interlinking of rivers.    It has been said at certain point of time. However, I 
have seen that even the hand tube-wells are not maintained properly.   Water 
supply is a very major problem there at the time of floods. Sir, I think, the supply 
of corrugated sheets for the people to build houses is a must. The supply of 
polythene sheets will not do. Therefore, the solution of these problems requires 
a national perspective. 

Roads have been damaged, National Highways have been damaged, 
public property has been damaged; students cannot go to the schools, primary 
schools have been damaged. Such is the condition prevailing in Assam. I have 
seen it myself. The Prime Minister is very considerate, he has taken certain 
measures. But we will have to improve the system, taking both short-term and 
long-term measures.    

We have sent letters to the hon. Prime Minister, the Chief Ministers of 
Assam and Bihar, and also, letters to the Prime Minister have been sent by the 
Left Parties. Last time, we could not discuss this problem here and share our 
experiences. Thus, this problem should be discussed with a national 
perspective and necessary steps should be taken. 

Now, in North Bengal also, we are facing problems. In Koochbihar 
and Jalpaiguri districts, jute, paddy and other crops have been completely 
damaged. We have our own problems in North Bengal. We have been 
demanding for long a Central package, too. I do not want to go into the details 
of the problems being faced by West Bengal in this meeting. 

Lastly, our country is facing these severe droughts and floods at a 
time when the economic situation is very grave. I have also mentioned about 
the fiscal deficit. Some have suggested that we should sell all the profit-making 
companies. Some are saying that we must cut the projected expenditure. But, 
that will not solve the problem. How we face this fiscal deficit, how we face this 
economic condition, this grave situation, is very much linked with how we face 
the drought and flood situations. 

We make an appeal to the Government to come forward in order to 
build up economic viability and stability of the country, and to take every step to 
combat the menace of floods, whether in Assam, or Bihar, or in any other 
place. Thank you, Sir. 

SHRI RAVULA CHANDRA SEKARA REDDY (Andhra Pradesh) : 
Thank you, Sir, for giving me the opportunity to speak. We are discussing the 
flood situation in the country. 
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3.00 p.m. 

 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY : In Andhra Pradesh, there is a drought 
situation. 

 

SHRI RAVULA CHANDRA SEKARA REDDY : I am coming to that 
issue, Sir. I am having with me the agenda for Lok Sabha today, and 
surprisingly — it is a strange coincidence -- they are discussing drought 
situation in the country under Rule 193, of course, along with flood situation. 

Sir, we are facing flood situation in some parts of the country whereas 
the southern regions of the country are facing drought. The other day, we 
requested the hon. Chairman to have a discussion on both the drought and 
flood situations in the country. However, with the initiative from the people of 
Bihar, it was decided that we shall be discussing only floods. 

Sir, I would like to know from the hon. Minister as to what happened 
to the proposal of river linking. What happened to the Suresh Prabhu 
Committee? Has this Committee submitted any interim report? If not, what is 
the opinion of the present Government as regards the proposal of linking of 
rivers. Do you propose to have a time-bound programme for this purpose? 

Now, as far as the allocation in the budgetary proposals are 
concerned, it is strange that certain issues were neglected earlier. For 
restoration and repair of tanks, a meagre allocation of Rs. 100 crores has been 
made this year. Sir, we are putting in a lot of money in various fields but we are 
neglecting the issue of water. We can divert the flood water to the drought-
affected areas since we have all technologies at our command, but we are not 
in a position to utilise the water, which is going waste into the sea. Take the 
case of Andhra Pradesh. We are letting a lot of water into the sea from the 
Godavari river, but in the Krishna basin we have problems. Even today our 
reservoirs like Nagarjunasagar project are empty. I would like to know from this 
Government as to what exactly is its thinking. What are they going to do with 
river-linking? Recently, we had a news item in all the newspapers regarding a 
lake in Tibet. Is it an artificial lake or a natural lake? Some reports say that it is 
an artificial lake, which is causing all sorts of problems to our territory and to our 
people. What are the preventive measures taken, and what are the steps taken 
by the Government to avoid such troubles? Now, I come back again to the 
flood situation. There are two aspects regarding this. One is relief and 
rehabilitation.   Preventive measures should be taken in the initial stage by 
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alerting people well in advance, and the evacuation process should begin in the 
initial stage itself so as to save the lives of the people and cattle. Once the water 
is receded, then again the problem starts. People are left without shelter, food 
and proper drinking water facilities. What are the steps taken by the 
Government for the rehabilitation process and relief measures for those people 
who are affected with flood as well as drought? I would like to know this from 
the Government. Is there any proposal to increase the Calamity Relief Fund? 
Going by the calamity trends in the country, it is a very meagre amount. We 
have had a dry spell for four consecutive years, and on the other side, we are 
having floods. We should increase the allocation. We should see that the 
Calamity Relief Fund is enhanced. The States should be supported adequately 
since they are left with meagre funds at their disposal, but demands are more. 
Hence, I request the Government of India to come out with a proper proposal 
regarding linking of rivers, enhancing of Calamity Relief Fund, relief and 
rehabilitation packages. All these things should be taken special care of. The 
northern parts of our country are facing floods, but in the southern parts we are 
having drought problem, more particularly in Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and 
Tamil Nadu also. So. I urge the Government of India for the effective utilisation 
of water, which is going waste. This water should be diverted to the drought-
affected areas in order to help the people of our country on a large scale. Thank 
you. 
 

* ./ N1N<8:8� QJह<8 ( qeOjKN) : aLIJKLMN OP, tK� VP qxJPj ि�]MN VT  VKj� I[S 
Q� हQ ^O OY pp� Vj jहT हR, _dIP LMjि�]MN pKj IKW LहWT  JP हQKjT [T� Q� हei ]mh _`l 2000 Q� 
[T� VT  tKjह jKº\ ®IT ]T OहKx Lj tK� VP M_JPM`VK ST LwjT [T� VY �pMNN MV\K ]K h aLIJKLMN 
OP, IQ�\K \ह हd MV tK� VK LKSP tKMj� हYST VT  VKj� tSNK हR h [T� Q� OY tKMj� ^NP हd, _`� 
VK OY LKSP ^NK हd,_ह हQKjT [T� VP OY ^_o\VNKUx हR, r\ि�qN ^_o\VNK हd, V� M` VP 
^_o\VNK हd, a�Yq VP ^_o\VNK हd  \K gv\ VYi ^_o\VNK हd, aIIT g�IP qeSK º\K[K 
tKMj� VK LKSP हQKjT [T� Q� ^NK हdh  

 
Eighty times more than the requirement of our country NY QTjP Ôि�Z IT, I_KW 

\ह हd MV OY tKMj� VK LKSP ^NK हd aIVK  IहP QK\ST Q� हQ r\_�]K S Vj  LKNT हR \K Sहm ? 
हQKjT MWU water management tहeN t§K I_KW हdh ^O 74 districts of this country ®IT हR 

OY    permanently drought-affected districts हRh [T� Q� 99 districts ®IT हR MOSQ� 

permanently LPST VT  LKSP VP IQ�\K हdh हQKjT [T� Q� OY JwJKq हd, OY हQKjP OQPS VK LwjK 
M_�NKj हd, _ह 32 VjY§ 80 WKX हTnZT\j हdh aIQ� IT OY हQ V� M` VT  aL\Yq Q� WKNT हd, _ह 
NVjPtS14-15 VjY§ हTnZT\j OQPS हdh WTMVS uIVT  gWK_K �j [I VjY§ हTnZT\j OQPS ®IP 
हd MOIVY हQ V� M` VT  aL\Yq Q� WK IVNT हR h WTMVS �IpKi VP r\_�]K S हYST VT  VKj� LKSP VP 
r\_�]K S हYST VT  VKj� हQ aI  
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OQPS Lj XTNP Sहm Vj LKNT हRh [I VjY§ हTnZT\j OQPS VK M_�NKj ®IK हd, OहKx Lj LwjT IKW Q� 
750 MQMWQPZj IT JP VQ _`� हYNP हd NY aI �T~ Q� r\ि�qN ^_o\VNK±x VT  MWU, IKQKMOV 
^_o\VNK±x VT  MWU �j V� M` VP ^_o\VNK VT  MWU LKSP Lहe xpKSK L§TqKh _हKx Lj LKSP NY  
aLW�s VjKSK हP L§TqK h WTMVS uI [T� Q� uIVT  MWU ^O NV  OY LKSP VK r\_�]K S VjSK 
pKMहU, हQ _ह Sहm Vj LK jहT हRh हQKjT UV M_»KS ST g¿\KI MV\K �j \ह LK\K MV gqj हQKjT 
MVIKS VY UV हTnZT\j OQPS Lj V� M` VP aLO Ld[K VjSP हd �j \M[ aIVY LKSP aLW�s हYNK 
हd NY n\K हY IVNK हd? MOvह�ST g¿\KI MV\K हd, \ह tNK\K MV UV हTnZT\j OQPS Q� \M[ LKSP 
aLW�s हd NY 1650 MVWY ¯KQ pK_W Ld[K हK  IVNK हdh \M[ LKSP aLW�s Sहm हYNK हd NY LdjK_Kj 
550 MVWY¯KQ हYNP हd h \M[ LKSP aLW�s हYNK हd NY हQKjT Coarse grain UV हTnZT\j Q� 650 
MVWY¯KQ हYNK हd �j \M[ LKSP aLW�s Sहm हY LKNK हd NY 170 MVWY¯KQ हP Ld[K  हY LKNK हdh  
qeOjKN Q� VÃZS VK �ÃL ML�WT IKW tKMj� g¸�P हYST VT  VKj� UV हTnZT\j OQPS Q� ÍKi I� IT 
[Y I� IKb MVWY¯KQ VYZS VK a�LK[S  हe^h WTMVS tKMj� S हYST VT  VKj� MI l   70 MVWY¯KQ 
VLKI VK a�LK[S हe^ h Qwxq WP Vd � �YL हQKjT \हKx uI �VKj हd MV ML�WT IKW tKMj� g¸�P 
हYST VT  VKj� UV हTnZT\j Q� 1600 MVWY¯KQ Qwxq WP VK a�LK[S हe^ �j tKMj�  S हYST VKj� 
MI l  130 MVWY¯KQ Qwxq WP हP Ld[K हei h  LKSP aLW�s हYST VKj� हP \ह pQ�VKj हe^ हdh OY 
हQKjP V� M` VP Ld[K_Kj हd _ह uIIT MVNSP �JKM_N हYNP हd h avह�ST OY g¿\KI MV\K हd, _T tNKNT हd 
MV LKSP VT  VKj� UV हTnZT\j  OQPS Q� V� M` VP Ld[K_Kj 10,542 �LU ^i �j LKSP S हYST VT  
VKj� I¬ 2001-2002 Q� Ot gVKW VP ि�]MN ]P, Nt UV MVIKS ST tPO Q�, XK[ Q� �j V� M` 
IxIKsS� Q� MONSK LdIK Xpl MV\K, _ह NVjPtS �: हOKj � LU Lj हTnZT\j ]Kh WTMVS aIVP 
OY V� M` Ld[K_Kj VP ^i, _ह UV हTnZT\j Q� MI l  463 �LU ^i h ^L [TMXU, Vd IP LMjि�]MN हd, 
LKSP S हYST VT  VKj� 463 �LU �j LKSP हYST  VT  VKj� 10,542 �LU VP V� M` Ld[K_Kj, हQKjT 
MVIKS VY MQWNP हdh uIMWU QefT WqNK हd MV हQKjT [T� Q� ItIT t§P  ^_o\NK हd, _ह \ह MV 
हQ LKSP VK r\_�]KLS management Vd IT Vj LKNT हRh I¬ 2000 Q� Ot [T� VT  12 jKº\�  Q� tK� 
VP \हP M_JPM`VK ]P NY aI _� txqKW �j MtहKj �j Ve � QK\ST Q� ^vÂ �[T� JP, VK P QK~K 
Q� �JKM_N ]Th  
 
 MI l  txqKW Q�, UV हP jKº\ Q� 80,000 IT º\K[K L�esS tK� VP NtKहP VT  VKj�, tK� 
VP M_JPM`VK VT  VKj� Q�N VT  घKZ aNj qUh L�esS VK uNSK t§K SeVIKS हe^, IxLMN VK uNSK 
t§K SeVIKS हe^, OKMहj हd MV हQKjP OY IjVKjP IxLMN हd, aIVK JP uNSK t§K SeVIKS हe^ हdh 
^O \M[ LwjT [T� VP Ôि�Z IT IYp� NY QefT WqNK हd MV gqj r\_�]KLSK g¸�P Njह IT MV\K q\K 
NY OहKx Lj LKSP VP ^_o\VNK हd, _हKx LKSP MQWT, uI Ôि�Z  IT OY JP \YOSKUx tSKi OKUx, aS 
\YOSK±x VT  tKjT Q� हQ� IYpSK pKMहUh UV tKj हQKjT QहKQMहQ jK��LMN OP UV M_�K]� IT 
_KN�WKL Vj  jहT ]T h OY �Ixq avह�ST M[\K हd, aIT QR \हKx a»N VjSK pKहwxqKh u²SKuMZk 
QKuvkI SKQ IT avह�ST \ह Le�NV MWXP ]P h uIQ� avह�ST tNK\K हd MV _T gIQ Q� qU ]T h _T gIQ 
Q� NTOLej VT  UV �Vw W VT  M_�K]� VT  IK] _KN�WKL Vj jहT ]T, aI _� हQKjT QहKQMहQ jK��LMN 
OP, jK��LMN OP Sहm ]T,aI M_�K]� ST हQKjT jK��LMN IT \ह I_KW Lw�K MV ÕÖLe~ VK \ह LKSP 
NMQWSKke  VY n\� Sहm M[\K OK IVNK ? ÕÖLe~ VK \ह LKSP jKO�]KS VY n\�  Sहm M[\K OK 
IVNK? \हP tKN हQKjT  
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[T� Q� Vi Qw»lv\ STNK±x ST, Vi IjVKj� ST tKN IYpP ]Ph QYjKjOP [TIKi OP ST SM[\� VY OY§ST 
VP tKN, Sहj� VY OY§ST VP tKN VहP ]P h “Sहj QKWK” SKQ IT 1978-79 Q� UV \YOSK JP tSP ]P 
h uIVT  MWU हQKjT [T� Q� �j JP �\�S हeU हRh OY ML�WP US0kP0U0 VP IjVKj  ]m, aI IjVKj 
ST JP LwjT [T� VP SM[\� VY OY§ST  VT  MWU OY Mj_j MW�Vq �YOTnZ tSK ]K, aIVT  MWU ZK�V 
 YIl tSP ]m gqj uIVT  tKjT Q� I�p� NY QefT WqNK हd MV \ह IQ�\K pKहT ]Y§P QK~K Q� हP IहP, 
WTMVS हQ O¨[P VQ Vj IVNT हdh aLIJKLMN OP, QR qeOjKN IT ^NK हwxh qeOjKN ®IK �[T� हd, 
OहKx Lj tKMj� �j IwXT VP M_JPM`VK jहNP हd? _`l 2000 Q� हQKjT L¸pPI MOW� Q� IT [I MOWT ]T, 
OहKx tK� VP M_JPM`VK  ]P �j Lx�ह MOWT ®IT ]T, OहKx Lj IwXT VP M_JPM`VK ]Ph uI tKj qeOjKN  
Q� tKMj� S ^ST VT  VKj� IwXT VP LMjि�]MN MS�QN हY qih IwXT IT MSLZST VT  MWU    LwjK Nx~  VKQ 
VjST WqKh aIVP \YOSK _qdjह tS qi, IRZj VP ZPQ JP _हKx Lj qi, IwXT IT MSLZST VT  MWU n\K 
VjSK pKMहU, uI tKjT Q� LwjP \YOSK JP tSST WqPh WTMVS 30 OeWKi IT WTVj 6 gq�N NV, OY 
tKMj� gLST MS\N IQ\ Lj हei, WTMVS UV, I_K UV QहPST VK IQ\ ØIK MSVW q\K MV tKMj� 
kT� QहPST Q� MI l  14% ^i ]P, uS IKN M[S� Q� 76% tKMj� �j ^ qih \KSP SKuvZP LjI�Z 
ª  M[ ZYZW jTS ÃW h uS �ह M[S� Q� 76% tKMj� ^ST VT  VKj�, qeOjKN VT  Vi M_�NKj ®IT 
हR, OहKx Lj हQ� uI M_JPM`VK VK IKQSK VjSK L§K h हQKjT [M�� qeOjKN VT  IwjN S�IKjP tWIKj 
�j gJP gJP _Y M[S LहWT IQKpKj MQWK MV हQKjT t§�[K �j ^I LIK VK OY �T~ हd, _हKx Lj 
JP tK� VP LwjP M_JPM`VK  हdh हQKjT qeOjKN Q� gqj ML�WT tKuI NTiI IKW [TX� NY [I IKW ®IT 
हR, Ot tK� ^i �j [I IKW ®IT हd, Ot p�_KN ^\K, L�ह IKW ®ITहR, MOI _� JwpKW,IwXT 
VP LMjि�]MN  jहPh \KSP qeOjKN �KV� MNV M_p[K±x VKIKQSK WqKNKj VjNK ^\K हdh ML�WT 
MI l  pKj LKxp IKW हR, 1998 IT WTVj 2003 NV qeOjKN Q� pKहT M_SK�V JwpKW ^\K, tKVP 
p�_KN हd, IwXK �j tK� हd, qeOjKN VP IjVKj VY 6,569.24 VjY§ �LU Xpl VjSK L§K h 
aIVT  VKj� हQKjT Vd WTMQZP MjWP   x k �j ST�SW Vd WTMQZP Vx MZO�IP  x k IT OY IहK\NK [P 
qi हd, _ह IहK\NK 2,392.85 VjY§ �LU VP हP MQWP ]Ph \ह �KV� MNV M_L[K±x VT  VKj� LeS: 
�]KLS VK Xpl NY ^NK हP हd WTMVS MOI �[T�� Q� �KV� MNV M_L[K ^NP हd, aI �[T� VP OY ^\ 
हd, jT_Tv\w हd, _ह JP uIVT  VKj� VQ हYNP हd h qeOjKN Q� uI tKj IT¨I ZdnI, �ZRL k\wZP, 
uWTिn�MIZP k\wZP, uS ItVT  Vj� UV QहPST  Q� VjPt 100 VjY§ �LU VP VQ ^\ हei हdh ®IP 
LMjि�]MN VK _हKx MSQ��  हe^ हdh QR pKहwxqK MV JKjN VP IjVKj Vd WTMQZP MjWP   x k IT, ST�SW 
Vd WTMQZP Vx MZO�IP  x k IT qeOjKN VY �j gMsV IहK\NK [T h�sKSQx~P OP _हKx Lj qU ]Th avह�ST 
55 VjY§ �LU VK UV LdVT O _हKx Lj M[\K हd, WTMVS uI gL\�¦N jKM� IT VKQ ISहm pW IVNK 
n\�MV gqj jKº\ VP IjVKj VP Q[[ VjSP हd, OSNK VP Q[[ VjSP हd, _हKx OY a�Yq� VY 
SeVIKS हe^ हd, XKIVj IwjN Q� ZdnIZKuW uxk��P VY OY SeVIKS हe^ हd MOIQ� IT MI l  
ZdnIZKuW uxk��P VY 2,100 VjYk� �LU VK SeVIKS हe^ हd, aIT LwjK VjSK pKMहUh _हKx Ve W 
3,400 VjY§ ÓLU VK SeVIKS हe^ हd, uIVY �\KS Q� jXNT हeU VYi M_�T` \YOSK tSKVj _हKx Lj 
IहK\NK �[KS VP OKU, ®IP QTjP gLT�K हdh jKº\ IjVKj VK OY VT v� IjVKj VT  IK] WTS- [TS 
jहNK हd, WYS _qdjह OY हd, aIVK ux��Z QK  Vj M[\K OKUh gqWT [Y IKW NV gqj _हKx Lj 
_IwWP S VP OKU,  
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®IP  r\_�]K gqj ^L Vj�qT NY aIIT _हKx VT  WYq� VY IहP �L Q� IहK\NK MQW IVT qPh tहeN-tहeN 
sv\_K[ h  

SHRI JAIRAM RAMESH (Andhra Pradesh): Thank you, Mr. Deputy 
Chairman, Sir. I would like to begin by regretting the absence of my good friend, 
Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad, who made a fiery speech by saying that he did not want 
to bring politics into this Short Duration Discussion, and, unfortunately, proceeded 
to do exactly the opposite of what he set out to do, and made an intensely political 
speech and brought the politics of Bihar into the discussion on flood. I could do the 
same thing and point out to the management by various State Governments, as to 
how the Gujarat Government did not anticipate the floods, how the Gujarat 
Government has not been able to manage the floods. But, that is not the intention 
of the debate today. The debate is far more serious than scoring political points. 
Therefore, Sir, I would restrict myself to four or five major issues that affect the 
management of floods which is what we are discussing today. First, I would like to 
say on this simplistic notion that linking of rivers is a solution to the problem of 
floods, the sooner we get out of this mindset, the better it is for us. I think, there are 
repeated references to the linking of rivers as a permanent solution. The linking of 
rivers has a limited relevance; the linking of sub- basins has a limited relevance. It is 
not as if this is a new idea; it has taken place in this country. But, the linking of 
rivers as envisaged by the earlier Government, on the scale that it was 
contemplated, has very severe ecological and human consequences. And, I think, 
the management of floods should not be seen as an exercise in techno-
nationalism. It is a human issue. It is fundamentally a social issue which I will 
describe to you in some detail. Therefore, the sooner we desist from looking at the 
linking of the rivers as the be-all and end-all of managing floods, the better. And, to 
assume that if you link rivers, the problem of floods is going to vanish from our 
country, is, in my view, not only simplistic, but also very dangerous.   Sir, the first 
thing ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI LALITBHAI MEHTA: We have never claimed ..interruptions)... 

SHRI JAIRAM RAMESH: But, I am not referring to you, Sir. Mr. Ravi 
Shankar Prasad kept on referring to the linking of rivers as the answer 
...(Interruptions)... I am not referring to you at all, Sir. I am not referring to 
you at all.    I 
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SHRI LALITBHAI MEHTA:   This is one of the alternatives available to 
you. 

SHRI JAIRAM RAMESH:   It is one alternative.   We need to study it.   
I agree with you. 

SHRI   RUDRA  NARAYAN   PANI   (Orissa)   :    That   is  the  major 
alternative.  

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:  Let him speak. 

SHRI JAIRAM RAMESH: Let my have my say and then you can 
certainly respond to what I way. I will listen to you equally carefully. So, Sir, the 
points I want to make are following. When we look at the flood areas of our 
country, there is no doubt that not only is there a problem of human habitation, 
not only is there a problem of re-settlement of human populations, who, over 
decades have settled in what are traditionally called 'flood-prone areas' but 
there is also an international dimension that has been brought about by our 
previous speakers. If you are talking of problems of floods in North Bihar, if you 
are talking of floods in North Bengal, if you are talking of floods in Eastern UP, if 
you are talking of floods in parts of Assam, which is the immediate provocation 
for this discussion, then you are talking of a regional dimension to this problem 
involving Nepal, involving Bhutan, involving Bangladesh and certainly we have 
seen from recent reports involving China as well. Unfortunately, our efforts at 
having a regional solution to this annual problem of floods in these areas have 
not been very successful for one reason or the other. We have, in the last 7-8 
years, water-sharing treaties with Bangladesh; we have entered into water-
sharing agreements with Nepal, but the fact of the matter is that the upper 
catchment areas of many of the wayward rivers that cause floods year after 
year in these regions happen to be in the Himalayan regions of Nepal. Unless 
we are able to have a long-term agreement of cooperation or afforestation and 
ecological restoration' in the upper catchment areas, I am afraid, creation of 
embankments is not going to be a permanent solution. Therefore, I would 
argue that the first requirement for managing floods on a long-term basis in the 
Eastern and North-Eastern parts of the country is a viable; durable water-
sharing agreement in the Ganga-Brahmputra Barak basin involving the States 
of Eastern India, involving Nepal, involving Bhutan, and certainly involving 
Bangladesh. I think in the last few years, we have made some progress, but I 
would request the Government to take this up on an accelerated basis.  Sir, 
unless we do this, creating embankments year 
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after year by releasing hundreds of crores of rupees from the National 
Contingency Fund is not going to be a solution; it is only a band-aid solution. 
Therefore, this is an issue which goes beyond water resources and gets into the 
areas of regional politics which, I hope, we will be able to address as an 
integrated basin of the Ganga-Brahmputra Barak basin. I have already 
mentioned the problem of resettlement of human populations. I have had some 
experience because I have travelled extensively in the flood-affected areas of 
North Bihar in the late 80's and early 1990's. However much embankments we 
may create, however much money we may provide through the National 
Calamity Contingency Fund, the lact of the matter is that there are large 
settlements, large human habitations that have arisen over a period of time, 
that have economic activities embedded in the areas that are flood prone and 
are sensitive to floods. Unless we are able to have a sensitive resettlement and 
rehabilitation policy, I am afraid, we are going to have this problem of human 
distress year after year. 

Unfortunately, Sir, the record of the successive Governments in our 
country on rehabilitation and resettlement issues has not been very good, has 
not been very positive. This is an area where I feel we need to demonstrate 
greater sensitivity on the ground and have a resettlement and rehabilitation 
policy that actually creates alternative economic opportunities for those 
populations who are today living in flood-prone areas whom you want to 
evacuate and resettle in areas that are not going to be subjected to floods in the 
next year. I think this is the second area that I would like to flag for your 
attention. 

Thirdly, Sir, I think all discussions on floods in our country and 
incidentally also droughts --I am glad that my colleague from Telugu Desam 
has just walked in— proceed on the assumption that there is no climate change 
that is taking place. I would like to quote from a recent report of the Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change which is incidentally headed by a very 
distinguished Indian scientist. He is actually an economist, Dr. R.K. Pachauri. 
This is the third assessment report of the Inter-governmental Panel on Climate 
Change that was released just a few months ago. It concluded, "more intense 
precipitation events (hence flooding) are very likely over many areas of the 
Indian subcontinent. Increased summer drying and associated risk of drought is 
likely over most mid-latitude continental interiors. Even with little or no change 
in El Nino amplitude, an increase in temperatures globally is likely to lead to 
greater extremes of drying and heavy rainfall, and increase the risk of droughts 
and 
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floods    that    occur    with     El     Nino    events    in     many    different 
regions". 

We are, therefore, likely to see a greater extent and frequency of 
floods and droughts in the country. Sir, in the international media today, 
Bangladesh and Maldives are two areas that have been identified as areas that 
are going to be most likely affected by climate changes, and my distinguished 
colleague, Doctor K. Kasturirangan, will testify to this assessment. We cannot 
escape. India cannot escape. If Bangladesh is going to be affected by these 
extremes of climate change, then, I would suggest that North Bengal. East UP. 
and Bihar, and the entire north-eastern part of our country is equally 
vulnerable, and therefore, I would request the Indian scientific community to 
also look at the whole area of climate change that is taking place on account of 
various reasons. But, this is not the subject of the present discussion. But I do 
feel that we are living in an area where we are extremely vulnerable, and we are 
going to see extreme variations of drought in some areas of the country, 
flooding in other areas of the country, on account of regional and global climate 
change, and I think, the sooner we are prepared for this, the better it is going 
to be for us. 

Sir, the third point I want to make very quickly is that, we have the 
National Calamity Contingency Fund, and year after year, it is the practice for 
the State Governments to determine and make demands from the Central 
Government for releases from this Fund. Sir, some years ago, a very 
distinguished journalist, Shri P. Sai Nath, who happens to be the grand son of 
the former President of India, Shri V.V. Giri, wrote a best-selling book called 
"Everybody loves a Good Drought". I think, he should write a book called 
"Everybody Loves a Good Rood," because, what happens is that, droughts 
and floods are used as occasions by Governments to put extraordinary 
demands of resources and funds from the National Calamity Contingency 
Fund, and then, you ask the question: Where is this money being utilised? 
Where are these crores and crores of rupees that the Government is giving for 
calamities and contingency, going? What effect is it having? I am afraid, the 
answer is going to be a very resounding 'no'. Year after year, the States get 
Rs. 2000 crores or Rs. 3000 crores under the National Calamity Contingency 
Fund, and now, there is a demand for increasing the Corpus of the National 
Calamity Contingency Fund. It is not my intention to argue that you should not 
have a Fund. You must have a Fund. But the allocations from this Fund must 
be based on certain transparent and objective criteria, and the utilisation of the 
money that the 
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States get from the National Calamity Contingency Fund, must be subject to 
proper and intensive monitoring so that the money from the National Calamity 
Contingency Fund does not go into meeting the ways and means position of 
the State Governments, which unfortunately, Sir, is happening in State after 
State. So, by all means, increase the quantum of assistance to the State 
Governments, but please have a system on the ground to ensure that money 
meant for calamity assistance, is actually used for calamity assistance, and is 
not diverted for some other purpose. 

Finally, Sir, I think, after 50 years of experience, it is possible for us 
now, with remote sensing data that is available to us through the Indian Remote 
Sensing Satellite, of which ISRO has been such a great proponent, to mark out 
the perennially flood sensitive parts of this country, and it is not beyond the 
capacity of our Government, the Central Government and the State 
Governments, to have viable, long-term farming and other strategies and 
practices for these flood-prone areas. It is not as if these areas are a black box; 
it is not as if these areas are not known to all of us; but I think, rather than 
looking for band aid days solutions year after year, the time has come for us to 
look at the whole area of agricultural practices in these flood sensitive zones 
and provide for alternative livelihoods for people. Therefore, Sir, I would just 
summarise by saying that linking of rivers is not the solution to this problem. 
Repeatedly, we have been hearing about this. I think, this is a human problem, 
this is less of a technological problem; it is a social problem, it is a regional 
problem as far as India is concerned, because, it involves our neighbours in 
South Asia. Also, it is a problem not just of increasing funds to the States, but it 
is also a problem of how to ensure that the crores of rupees that the State 
Governments are getting, are actually utilised for the calamity contingency. And 
finally, Sir, I think, it is also an issue of identifying the flood-prone areas and 
putting into practice viable livelihood strategies for the people, who inevitably, 
are going to live in these flood-prone areas. Thank you. 

DR. K. KASTURIRANGAN (Nominated) : Mr. Deputy Chairperson, 
Sir, in one sense, my distinguished colleage, Mr. Jairam Ramesh, said certain 
things which I wanted to elaborate a little bit, but the summary outlook of flood 
situation in this country is going to be broadly what the climatic changes are 
going to influence. The thrust and the assessment of the climatic changes, hon. 
Deputy Chairman, is, the tropical regions are going to be subjected to severe 
weather storms and severe weather conditions which are going to be much 
more frequent than we have ever 
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witnessed in the last one century. So, certainly, that is going to be something 
which all the predictions show with respect to global warming and related 
influences. Now, towards addressing this question and to be prepared for this 
kind of a thing, of which flood is one of the manifestations, we have to ensure 
that we have a good information system, an information system which is built 
around good scientific instruments, scientific systems. And in this country, I 
should say happily, Mr. Deputy Chairman, we have been working over the 
decades with respect to building this kind of a capability, an information 
system, which we want to have, regarding the mapping of this country with 
respect to floods, with respect to drought and many other features where the 
land undergoes transformation with time. These dynamical changes today we 
are in a position to address through these kinds of system. One of them that I 
have in mind is the space-based system which provides you the repetitivity and 
the temporal resolution which is consistent with the type of dynamical 
manifestation, floods or droughts that we experience today. So, precisely, 
taking this into account, some initiatives have been taken. In fact, a majority of 
the districts in Assam, for example, have been mapped, a geographic 
information system has been created, and I should say, the geographic 
information system has been structured, layered information system which 
provides information regarding the demography, which provides information 
regarding the cattle, vegetation, agricultural patterns, and so on. So, you have 
these whole water bodies. So, you have this whole host of information today 
available for some of these flood-prone districts of Assam in a layered 
information. Suppose you ask me what is the importance of this kind of a 
layered information. If you get, for example, an image, and which is today 
possible within 48 hours, at the latest, from one of the satellite systems, then 
we simply have to take this particular image, process it in a format which is 
compatible with the geographic information, and you have an overlap which 
immediately tells you within an hour what is the level of damage, what is the 
extent of damage and what is the type of damage because we have all the 
information embedded in such a system. So, we have this capability. Why I am 
telling you this is because this is something which is an important tool in the 
flood management on which we have built up this capability. But the question is 
we need to address this in the context of all the flood-prone regions in the 
country. So, there is an urgency to build up this kind of an information system 
across the country using these kinds of techniques. Once you have this, a 
space based system or a system that can provide a view of the dynamic 
changes, we have an advantage.   You look at the water run-off. 
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And when one looks at the water run-off, immediately one has an advantage of 
understanding how the topography is, and a good scientific approach to flood 
management for the future controlling the damages from the flood is to 
understand this kind of water run-off characteristics which, in a sense, provide 
you the necessary methods of bunding and other kinds of operation that one 
does to reduce the impact of a particular flood. 

The third aspect that I would like to mention is regarding the extensive 
instrumentation again that the country has developed. We do put it in Sutlej-
Beas region, but we can do this with most of the flood-prone rivers. The 
importance of this kind of information relating to flood water, the levels, the flow 
characteristics, and so on, is, the base with a suitable model should provide us 
a reasonably accurate, reliable prediction, maybe, a few hours earlier. We do 
not have the 'days earlier' kind of capability, but a 'few hours' earlier, which 
itself is significant in terms of a predictive capability for this kind of flood 
conditions, and I think, again, there is a capability here which needs to be 
brought to bear in managing the floods across the country. 

And lastly, I may also mention that India is a signatory to a Space 
Disaster Chapter where we bring in the capability of several space systems 
across the world, US, France, Canada and so on. 

We are a partner to this. So, any satellite passing over the flood-
affected region or the drought-affected region or any kind of disaster-affected 
region can monitor that information and make it available to us in an hour and 
we can process it, and in another few hours we have the total information 
regarding this kind of a situation. What I want to summarise, hon. Chairman, is 
that we have all the elements of technology and technical methodology to deal 
with the flood situation and other kinds of damage or disaster situation. The 
most important thing is to bring in a level of urgency so that this kind of 
approaches would be applied all over the country and be prepared through 
suitable simulations, drills and so on, so that we don't respond to flood as a 
pattern, rather be prepared for it. Thank you. 

SHRI P.G. NARAYANAN (Tamil Nadu): Mr. Deputy Chairman, today, 
we are discussing the flood situation in some parts of India. The northern parts 
of the country have been witnessing severe floods year after year causing great 
hardships to the people and damage to property. The Central Government is 
forced to give substantial aids to the flood-affected 
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States of North India every year. If the floodwater is diverted through a garland 
canal, the water-starved regions and South India could benefit. While the 
States in South India are waging a war over sharing of water, parts of North 
India remain flood affected and the excess water drains into the sea. I strongly 
condemn the attitude of the Hindi heartland politicians for not allowing the 
floodwater to be diverted to the peninsular India. Their rigid and adamant 
attitude of not allowing the water to be diverted to the water-starved regions of 
the same country will definitely pose a serious threat to the unity and integrity of 
the country. The Suresh Prabhu Committee of the previous Government has 
only conceived a project linking rivers in Uttar Pradesh to rivers in Madhya 
Pradesh. But the fundamental issue of linking rivers in the North to the rivers in 
the South today remains unattended. If Ambanis can take the natural gas from 
Krishna-Godavari offshore to Ahmedabad and Uttar Pradesh, why can't the 
river waters from Allahabad be taken to Vijayawada and Tamil Nadu? This is 
what I want to know. 

Tamil Nadu is reeling under severe drought for the past three years. 
All the districts, except Chennai, were declared as drought-affected areas. It is 
a well-acknowledged fact that Tamil Nadu is a water-starved State which 
needs support to handle the crisis posed by severe drought condition. But 
Tamil Nadu has not been included in the list of States to be supported by the 
Government of India to handle the drought condition. It is shocking and 
shameful that the 12 Ministers in the Union Government, hailing from Tamil 
Nadu, have not bothered to take steps to get Tamil Nadu included in the list of 
States to be supported by the Government of India in drought relief measures. 
So, the only solution for all these problems is to link the rivers so that the flood 
and drought situations can be averted. So, I urge upon the Government to give 
a serious thought to linking the rivers as early as possible and, particularly, to 
the early execution of the peninsular grid.   Thank you. 

SHRI MANOJ BHATTACHARYA (West Bengal) : Sir, I must thank 
you profusely for admitting this motion which, in fact, I tried to move during the 
first part of the Budget Session, practically when the discussion on flood was 
extremely relevant. I do not say that the discussion on flood is not relevant 
today. But what I feel is that discussion on these sort of issues, particularly 
flood, should be he'd when there is no flood in the country. Then we can really 
concentrate on oiscussing it extensively about how to get rid of floods.   Now 
we are discussing it under a panic situation.    It is a panic 
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situation which has struck many of us. We are discussing it under this situation. 
I am convinced that in a panic situation, one cannot decide right things. In a 
panic situation, one tends to commit some mistakes. Sir, my sincere appeal to 
you is, allow a special discussion on this subject. I would propose it in the 
Winter Session when the great scientists like Dr. Kasturirangan and the 
economists like Shri Jairam Ramesh would be able to participate it in a better 
way. This is not a political issue as such. Even though somebody has tried to 
take it as a political issue and tried to settle some local political scores over 
here. I despise to name them and I despise to comment about them. I must 
extend my thanks to Bharat Ratna Dr. Kasturirangan, for responding to my 
request. When this subject was taken up, I requested him to speak on this 
subject because he is a person who can really guide us, technologically and 
scientifically. I am thankful to him that he has really commented very aptly on 
certain matters. I would also like to join my friend, Shri Jairam Ramesh for 
commenting about river linking, of which my friend Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad, 
was trying to make use of. Somebody commented earlier that the river linking in 
large scale would possibly resolve the perennial problem of flood every year in 
certain parts of the country causing devastation to the lives and properties of 
the vast number of people of the country. That did not in anyway sound like 
reassuring and well-deliberated words of informed persons. Those were no 
doubt words of clueless attempting to quiet those groping at straws, seeking 
answers to the relentless onslaught of perennial flooding. These questions, 
unfortunately, still are relevant and must not be hidden in the smoke and mirrors 
of the river linking panacea or more aptly, the pie in the sky. That is no solution 
because we must understand that each river has got its own character. 
Morphology of the river Ganges is different from the river Cauvery. Morphology 
of the river Brahmaputra is different from morphology of the river Barrak, 
another river in Assam. The river Brahmaputra originates from Manas, from the 
Chinese terrain. It has travelled almost 930 kilometres before it went to the Bay 
of Bengal. Out of that, almost 720 kilometres are in Assam. The river Barrak is 
originating from Nagaland and Manipur and traversing through the Barrak 
Valley. These two rivers in particular, are causing floods in Assam every year. I 
know it. I need not come out with statistics because this has already been 
discussed over here. Both the print media and the electronic media have 
reported it quite extensively. But I must express my dissatisfaction that mostly 
this sort of discussion, according to my experience, has boiled down to some 
settlement on economic package.   The discussion almost 
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settles down to the economic package, negotiations on economic package 
that how much less and how much more we should get from,the Central 
Government under the Natural Calamity Contingency Fund. I am not going to 
discuss about these things. I know it for certain that many lives have been lost. 
In Bihar's flood, the unofficial figures say that more than 500 people have died. 
In Assam, more than 100 people have died. In Tripura, somebody was telling 
me some months ago that three to four persons had died. 

In West Bengal, particularly, in Cooch Bihar and Jalpaiguri, the flood 
situation is sometimes quite grim. Now, the rivers have started receding. I am 
in a panic situation, I must say, looking at the Himachal Pradesh, that is, the 
Pareechoo lake in the Tibet. When the Pareechoo lake bursts, it may create a 
havoc in the Sutlej River. I do not know what the exact figure is. The ISRO 
people say that there is no immediate apprehension of lake-bursting, and that it 
is a usual thing. It is a usual thing that every year in the Himalayas and the sub-
Himalayan region, this sort of glaciers, this sort of artificial lakes, this sort of 
water bodies, they burst, and these cause some damages in the country of 
ours and some areas are very badly ravaged. I must also say -- I, personally 
remember, that we have mentioned it time and again - that the dolomite 
extraction in Bhutan, extensive deforestation in Arunachal Pradesh, extensive 
deforestation in Bhutan and Nepal or the other mineral extractions in Nepal and 
Bhutan, these are causing serious problems for the rivers. The width of the 
rivers are extending because the siltation is taking place, whereas the depth of 
it is receding.- When the depth of the river is receding and the width of the river 
is extending, naturally, the water will flood all of a sudden; this could happen 
because of the melting of the snow in the Himalayas or because of the lake-
bursts. Naturally, the quantity of water coming into the rivers, the run-off will be 
more, and there will be floods. So, what we require is a very comprehensive 
approach, and that approach must be discussed. I also fully agree with my 
friend, Shri Jairam Ramesh; there was a peculiar situation of techno-
nationalism, which was advanced by the earlier Government. Instead of 
resolving the problem, the problems are being complicated. The problems are 
being hued from a point of political angle and from a point of chauvinism. I 
should say, it is a point of chauvinism. I am averse to this chauvinism, 
particularly, in regard to problems of flood, drought, cyclone and other things. 
We can do politics on other matters, like, say, on policy issues or economic 
dispensation. But in so far as the plight of the common people are concerned,   
in so far as 
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the lives of the poor people are concerned, we should not indulge in this sort of 
politics or encourage what you call, this sort of chauvinism, techno-chauvinism. 
I don't believe, looking at the recent past experience of floods, that the problem 
of flood can be done away with in a foreseeable future, unless some well-
orchestrated plan is envisaged involving the informed people, like the scientists, 
on a large scale. I am convinced that our country is technologically quite 
equipped. However, some of the technologies are imported or even, maybe, 
that a majority of the technologies are imported. But we are quite rich in so far 
as the technology is concerned. And these people, the scientists, and the 
scientific organisations like the ISRO must be taken into confidence. A 
comprehensive discussion, a comprehensive package, must be announced. 
And, through a proper discussion, we must take care of these perennial 
problems of flood and drought to a great extent. And, from whatever I could 
understand from Shri Kasturirangan's speech, we can forewarn a situation, but 
we cannot forewarn exactly when it is going to happen. We can forewarn even 
the earthquakes. There is the remote sensing which can measure the scale of 
earthquake. By the Richter scale, we can say that these and these zones are 
endemic zones prone for earthquakes. But we cannot say exactly where it is 
going to happen. Sir, I would like to draw your attention to a very interesting 
thing. What we are discussing now is floods because of natural factors, like, 
heavy rainfall in the catchment area or because of the melting of ice, etc. Now, I 
must point out that in certain places in Maharashtra and Gujarat, in particular, 
the flood is being caused because of the programmes of development as 
undertaken by the Government of India. In fact, I am, personally, quite averse 
to the big dams. The big dams have really helped in precipitating the situation 
as of today. The big dams have not helped in taking care of the important 
perennial problems of flood, or, even in the matter of irrigation, it could not help 
that much. 

But, even then, there is a mindset which feels that big dams are the 
solution. I would like to draw your kind attention to the fact that a number of 
persons are suffering, and suffering badly, due to non-rehabilitation. It is a 
perennial problem; it is a chronic problem. Now, as the heavy rains continued 
with the increased height of 110 meters of the Sardar Sarovar dam in the 
Namada valley, the swirling waters of Narmada reached up to 108 meters on 
the damsite of SSP by August 5, engulfing several villages from Manibeli, 
Dhankhedi, Chimalkhedi, Bharad, Domkhedi, Nimgavhan and Bhadal including 
three Jeevan shalas (schools).   The people 
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in Chimalkhedi were stranded as the village became a tapu — surrounded by 
submerging floodwaters, without any resettlement. Apparently, there was no 
trace of the officials, neither the people whose crops and houses were 
damaged due to last year's submergence were given any cash compensation 
despite the assurances by the Government. This is a peculiar problem. I want 
to draw your kind attention to the fact that in certain areas of Maharashtra and 
Gujarat, resettlement is a big problem. Villages have been submerged due to 
increase in the height of the SSP to 110 meters. The submergence of a number 
of villages is taking place. I am told that quite a few hundreds of villages have 
been submerged. Many families are languishing. And please try to understand 
that they are mostly very poor tribals. These families are getting submerged 
regularly due to the peculiar planning of the SSP. This is also a cause of flood. 
And this is also an issue that has to be dealt with by us, whether it is going for 
the benefit of these people or not. The benefit : risk ratio, or, the advantage : 
devastation ratio has also to be calculated. I am sure you will kindly facilitate a 
discussion on these sort of subjects during the Winter Session when we can 
discuss whether, as some feel, linking of rivers is a panacea or not. I certainly 
do not feel that linking of rivers is any solution; rather, it will invite more troubles 
for a country like ours. All these things can be discussed in a different situation 
when the floods are not haunting at us, as they are today. 

With these words, I thank you very much: 
 

†./ W?4</ N8N n0r� ( qeOjKN ) : QKSSP\ �P aL-IJKLMN OP, ^LST QefT uI 
Qह�_Lw�l pp� Q� JKq WTST VT   MWU Q�VK M[\K uIMWU QR ^LVK gJKjP हwxh  
 

QKv\_j, uI pp� Q� JKq WTST  _KWT QTjT Lw_l �K\: IJP _�K±x ST VहK MV \ह UV ®IP 
jK��P\ ^L[K हd, MOIVK QeVKtWK jKOSPMN VY tPp Q� WK\T MtSK हQ ItVY MQWVj VjSK हYqKh 
®IT Q�VT  Lj jKOSPMN VY tPp Q� WKSK g¸�K Sहm हdh M j JP Ve � jKOSPMNV [W uIT JP jKOSPMN 
VT  jxq IT [TXNT हRh हQKjT QKSSP\ I[�\ �P O\jKQ jQT� t§T M_»KS r\ि� हRh QefT \ह t§T 
g IYI VT  IK] VहSK L§ jहK हdh MV avह�S� gLST _�r\ Q� \ह VहK MV qeOjKN Q� हei gMN_�ि�Z 
VT  VKj� ^i tK�  IT MSLZST VT  MWU IjVKj �KjK MVU q\T jKहN VK\Ò Q� ~eMZ\KÙ ]P h QTjT M_»KS 
MQ~ ST ®IK t\KS [TST IT LहWT gLSP हP LKZ� VT  MQ~� IT Lw�K हYNK NY avह� LNK pWNK MV, qeOjKN 
IjVKj ST tK� VK �VYL ^NT हP ^_o\V jKहN VK\Ò VT  MWU \e» �Nj Lj V[Q abKNT हeU 
�JKM_N �T~�  VK [�jK MV\K, qKÙ_- qKÙ_ OKVj \]K IxJ_ �JKM_N WYq� VY IejM�N �]KS Lj 
Lहe xpK\K N]K \]K IxJ_ gv\ jKहN� JP  

†Hindi translation of the speech delivered in Gujarati. 
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Lहe ÙpKi h IjVKj ST Vd �k�W �KjK O�jP घjTWw IKQKS N]K LeS_�I IKQ¯P-IeM_sK tK� LPMkN, 
OSNK VT  UV- UV LMj_Kj VY Lहe xpKi h QKv\_j ^O NV Vहm IT JP MVIP JP �T~ \K _ql IT ®IP 
UV JP M�VK\N Sहm MQWP हdh हQKjT _Mj�b I[�\ �P QSYO JZZKpK\l OP ST JP gLST _�r\ Q� 
Ve � ®IK VहK MV qeOjKN Q� ^i uI ^L[K VK VKj� Ij[Kj IjY_j tÃs हdh �P JÚKpK\l OP Sहm 
OKSNT MV tK� VK IहP VKj� Ij[Kj IjY_j tKÙs Sहm, tि¨V gMN_�ि�Z हdh avह� LNK हYSK pKMहU 
MV qeOjKN Q� gSK_�ि�Z �j IwXT VT  IQ\ Q� LwjK �[T� LKSP VT  MWU NjI jहK ]Kh Nt uI Ij[Kj 
IjY_j tKÙs VP £Ù pKi 110 QPZj NV Lहe xpKST Lj [wj Ie[wj VT  qKÙ_ Q� SQl[K VK LKSP Lहe xpK\K OK 
IVK h V¸� Q� LKSP VP VQP JeqN jहT qKÙ_ OY uI tKxs IT 400 MVWYQPZj VP [wjP Lj हd N]K 
I�jK�� VT  qKÙ_ MOSQ� LKSP VP VQP jहNP ]P, aS �T~� VT  UV UV qKÙ_ QT Sहj� VT  OMjU LKSP 
Lहe xpK\K q\K N]K हQT�K VT  MWU IwXT jहST _KWT uS �T~� Vj LKSP VP ¦\KI tefKi OK IVP h 
uIMWU \ह Ij[Kj IjY_j uS �T~ VT  WYq� VT  VWU UV t§K ^��_�[ VK VKj� हdh हY IVNK हd 
MV aSVT  \हKÙ LिopQ txqKW �j gIQ  Q� t§T tKÙs� IT VYi SeVIKS हe^ हY, WTMVS qeOjKN VT  
MWU \ह tKN gWq हdh t§P g IYI VP tKN हd MV MOS WYq� ST qeOjKN VT  uS �T~� VY [TXK NV 
Sहm हd, _T WYq tPp Q� jKOSPMN WKVj W¢tP p�§P tKN VjVT  VT _W M_jYs VT  MWU M_jYs Vj jहT हd, 
OY IहP Sहm हdh qeOjKN VT  [M�� JKq Q� ^O OY SeVIKS हe^ हd _ह gMN_�ि�Z VT  VKj हe^ हd, 
SQl[K tKÙs IT Sहm h  
 

QKv\_j, [T� Q�  Ot MVIP �T~ Q� VYi �KV� MNV ^L[K ^NP हd NY [T� VT  �sKSQx~P 
aIVK OK\OK WTST �_\x _हKx OKNT हR N]K LPM§N OSNK VY jKहN [TST VT  MWU घY`�KUÙ VjNT हd gv\ 
t§T [W� VP t§P-t§P हि�N\KÙ JP _हKÙ Lहe Ùp OKNP हd, WTMVS qeOjKN VT  QKQWT Q� ®IK WqNK हd MV 
aSVK j_d\K jKOSPMN IT �TMjN हYVj I�NTWK IK Wq jहK हdh QefT gpjO हY jहK हd MV ®IP ि�]MN 
Q� jKहN �j IहKSeJwMN Lहe ÙpKST V tOK\ ®IK n\� MV\K q\Kh qeOjKN VT  MWU �sKS Qx~P OP ST 
VT _W 55 VjY§ �L\T VK हP gSe[KS M[\Kh QTjT M_pKj IT ®IK VjVT  avह�ST qeOjKN VP V� Sहm 
VP, tि¨V gLQKS हP MV\K हdh jKOSPMN IT �TMjN हYVj aSVP IQf S OKST Vd IP हY qi हd, QR 
IQf Sहm IVK हwx h qeOjKN Q� gMN_�ि�Z �j tK� IT SeVIKS हe^ aIP M[S qeOjKN VT  Qe�\ Qx~P 
�P SjTv� QY[P ST �JKM_N �T~� VK [�jK MV\K, SeVIKS VK OK\OK MW\K N]K Q[[ VT  MWU हQKjT 
�sKSQx~P  OP U_x VT v�P\ V� M` Qx~P IT  YS �KjK tKN VP �j qeOjKN VP IxVZ VP  \] ि�]MN VY 
IQfK\K h avह�ST VहK MV tK� IT LहWT M[S Q� हP qeOjKN VY  1500 VjY§ �LU IT JP º\K[K 
SeVIKS हe^ हd,MOIVP Lw�N VT  MWU VT v� IjVKj VP Nj  IT L\�¦N �PÛ हP MQWSP pKMहU h 
MVvNe, Ot VT v� IjVKj VP ±j IT Q[[ MQWST Q� [TjP हei, NY Q�VT  VK WKJ abKVj VKÙ̄ TIP MQ~� 
ST \ह VहSK �e� Vj M[\K MV qeOjKN IjVKj ST V� � IjVKj IT MVIP JP Njह VP VYi JP Q[[ 
VP QKxq VP हP Sहm हdh ®IK WqNK हd MV हQKjT \T MQ~ �K\[ S NY gXtKj L�NT हR �j S हP 
ZTWPM_«S [TXNT हRh aSVK NY VT _W \हP j_d\K M[XKNK हd MV qeOjKN IjVKj Lj [Y` Vd IT Q�K 
OKUh Ot MV _K�NM_VNK NY \ह ]P MV हQKjT qeOjKN VT  Qe�\Qx~P ST NejxN हP tK� LPMkN �T~� VK 
[�jK Vj SeVIKS VK OK\OK MW\K �j �sKSQx~P OP U_x IxtxMsN VT v�P\ QxM~\� IT I¢LVl  MV\K 
�j IKjT SeVIKS VK gSeQKMSN  ^ÙV§K JP tNK\Kh avह�ST VहK ]K MV qeOjKN VY uI M_L[K IT 
VYi 3500 VjY§ �LU IT JP gMsV SeVIKS हY peVK हd N]K jKहN VK\Ò VY IQ\ Lj LwjK VjST VT  
MWU VT v� IjVKj VP ±j IT LwjK -LwjK Iह\Yq MQWSK  
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pKMहUh M j JP qeOjKN VT  SeVIKS VP �MNLw�N VT  MWU VT v� IjVKj ST VT _W 55 VjY§ �LU VP 
हP घY`�K VP h QKv\_j, \ह Vd IK M_jYsKJKI हd MV qeOjKN VT  tqW Q� हP IdW_KIS [Q� VK OY 
�YZK IK �T~ हd, OY UV IKQKv\ M_sKS IJK peSK_ �T~ VP ^sP ^tK[P VT  tjKtj VK हYqK, VT v� 
IjVKj ST _हKÙ VP Q[[ VT  MWU 100 VjY§ �LU VP Q[[ VP घY`�K VP, OtMV qeOjKN VT  uNST 
t§T �T~ Q�, OY 11 MOW� Q�  d WK हe^ हd N]K 7000 हdnZj IT gMsV JwMQ  �JKM_N हei हd, 200 IT 
gMsV WYq Qj peVT  हRh ��YMqV uVKu\Kx OdIT MV VL§K jKIK\MSV OdIT a�Yq� VY 2500 VjY§ 
�L\T IT gMsV VK SeVIKS हe^ हdh V� M` VY JP VK P SeVIKS Lहe ÙpK हd, qeOjKN VT  jK� �P\ U_x 
jKº\ �Nj VT  jKº\ QKqÒ Lj VK P SeVIKS हe^ हd, 800 IT gMsV �YZT t§T ITNe ZwZ peVT  हR, 
\KNK\KN VY M j IT �]KMLN VjST VT  MWU qeOjKN IjVKj ST aIVY [ej�N VjST VK VK\l \e» 
�Nj Lj �e� MV\K हd,  QRST JP uS VK\Ò VY Q�VT  Lj OKVj [TXK हd, VT  SeVIKS VP �MNLw�N VT  
MWU VT v� IjVKj ST VT _W 55 VjY©§  �LU IहK\NK jKM� VP हP घY`�K VP h  
 

QKv\_j, VT _W IwjN �हj �j MOWT IT हP VYi 60,000 WYq� VY IejM�N �]KS Lj 
Lहe ÙpK\K q\K h S_IKjP MOWT VT  25,000 WYq� VY IejM�N �]KS� Lj WT OKVj tpK\K q\Kh IQ¯ 
qeOjKN Q� WqJq 1,08,000 WYq� VY IejM�N �]KS� Lj Lहe ÙpK\K q\Kh M j JP WqJq   200 VT  
VjPt r\ि� gLST fYLM§\� VT  IK] हP tह qUh qeOjKN VP �IpKi LMj\YOSK VT  8 t§T tKÙs , 65  
Q�\ �Nj VT  tKÙs N]K 94 �YZT tKÙs ZwZ qU हRh VYi 25000 IT gMsV QVKS  LwjP Njह IT �_�N हY 
peVT  हR N]K 883 qKÙ_ �JKM_N हeU हR h  \ह It gMN_�ि�Z VT  VKj� हP हe^ h  
 

QKv\_j, IKQKv\N: 30 OwS NV IKQKv\ tKMj� हYNP हd? WTMVS uI _`l VYi kT� QहPST 
NV tKMj� हP Sहm हei h jKº\ Q� IwXK  L§ST VP ^�xVK ]P h Nt tKMj� UV IK] �e�  हei �j 
]Yk� हP IQ\ Q� jKº\ VP Ve W �IN tKMj� VP 130 �MN�N tKMj� Ve � हP M[S� Q� UV IK] हY qi 
MOIIT ®IP J\K_V LMjि�]MN Ld[K हY qi h QR pKहwxqK �j QKxq V�x qK MV qeOjKN VP uI NVWP  
Q� VT v� IjVKj gMsV IT gMsV Q[[ Vj� h uI tKMj� VP _Oह IT qeOjKN VT  Qq[¨WK �j [हTO 
OdIT t�T N]K _WIKj �j S_IKjP OdIT �YZT tv[jqह JP  uIVP pLTZ Q� ^ qU हRh Q�e^jT VT  
VT v�� VY JP VK P SeVIKS Lहe ÙpK हdh jKº\ VT  kTjP a�Yq , pPSP a�Yq jKIK\MSV a�Yq VL§K 
a�Yq ^M[ IJP a�Yq� VY VK P SeVIKS  Lहe ÙpK\K हdh  
 

�PQKS ML�WT LKÙp _`Ò Q� \]K 1998 IT 2004 NV qeOjKN  ST tहeN IKjP �KV� MNV 
M_L[KUx fTWP हRh LहWT Nw KS ^\K M j JwV¢L �j aIV tK[ IwXK �j tK� h uS IKjP M_L[K±x 
IT  OwfST VT  MWU qeOjKN IjVKj VY VT v� IjVKj VP Nj  IT 2352 VjY§ �LU VP QKQwWP 
IहK\NK हP MQW LK\P हd h OtMV qeOjKN VK  _K�NM_V SeVIKS 6569 VjY§ �LU VK हe^ हd h uS 
jKहN VK\Ò VP Lw�N VT  MWU qeOjKN IjVKj VY jKº\ VT  gLST M_VKI IxtxsP VK\Ò VY JP jYVSK 
L§K हdh uIVT  aLjKvN tKहj IT Ü� WTVj JP jKहN VK\Ý IT MSLZ jहP हdh uIMWU QR ^LVT  QK�\Q 
IT VT v� IjVKj IT IK¯ह MS_T[S VjNK हwx MV _ह jKº\ IjVKj VP \]KI¢J_ IहK\NK VjTh QR 
pKहNK हwx MV jKº\ Q� �YZP  tpN \YOSK±x VT  �KjK OY sS �K¦N हYNK हd aI Lj UV _`l VT  MWU 
VT v�P\ IjVKj �\KO QK  Vj [T N]K aI ~� VT  QwWsS VY NPS _`l VP jKहN [TVj aIVT  tK[ 
�YZP-�YZP MVoN� VT  �KjK _KLI  
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4.00 p.m. 
 
W�ZKST VP �_PV� MN �[KS VjTh Qd ^LVT  QK�\Q IT IjVKj IT gSejYs VjSK pKहwxqK MV qeOjKN 
IjVKj VY JwV¢L jKहN VT  MWU _¨kl tRV �j UkPtP(UM�\S M_VKI tRV) VT  NहN Ü� M[\K 
q\K ]K aIVT  NejvN LopKN _NlQKS tK� �j gMN_�ि�Z VP ि�]MN Ld[K हY qi,  uIMWU VT v� 
IjVKj aI LdVT O Ü� Lj LeS�_pKj VjVT  70 �MN�N gSe[KS N]K 30 �MN�N Ü� WqKVj 
qeOjKN VP Q[[ VjTh  
 
 QR ^LVT  QK�\Q IT VT v�IjVKj IT LeS: \ह gSejYs VjNK हwx MV uI ^L[K IT MSLZST 
VT  MWU VT v�P\ IjVKj qeOjKN IjVKj VY 3500 VjY§ �LU VP IहK\NK NejvN OKjP  VjTh N]K 
uI �VKj qeOjKN VP qjPt OSNK VP Q[[ VjVT  qeOjKN VT  M_VKI VK\Ò VY ^qT t�KST Q� LwjK 
LwjK Iह\Yq Vj� h  
 
 QहY[\,uvहm ��[� VT  IK] QR LeS: ^LVK sv\_K[ VjNT हeU gLSK JK`� IQK¦N VjNK 
हw Ùh  
 
 ./Q</ 712<8 38098 :  aLIJKLMN OP, MI l  [Y MQSZ QefT [T [PMOU h  
 
 �P a[\ �NKL �Iह ( a�j �[T� ): aLIJKLMN OP, QefT tK� VP IQ�\K VP qxJPjNK 
Lj I[S VK �\KS Sहm XmpSK हd, WTMVS t[MV�QNP \ह हd MV Ot tK� ^NP हd NY हj IKW tK� 
Lj I[S Q� pp� हYNP हd �j Ot tK� X�Q हY OKNP हd NY aIVT  tK[ _ह pp� JP WqJq [wIjP tKj 
NV VT  MWU X�Q हY OKNP हdh tK� VY VJP VJP हQ� MI l   tK� VT  �L Q� S [TXVj , uI �L Q� 
[TXSK pKMहU h MV �हv[e�NKS UV V� M` �sKS [T� हd �j \हKx I�j �MN�N IT º\K[K ^tK[P 
��\� \K g��\� �L IT XTNP Lj MSJlj VjNP हdh Ot \ह tK� ^NP हd NY uIIT  IW� VK OY SK� 
हYNK हd _ह NY हYNK हP हd WTMVS OY OQPS VK aLOK£LS हd, _ह uI V[j Ve �JKM_N हYNK हd MV 
aIIT gqWP  IW VK JP VjPt VjPt XjKt हY OKSK N\ हY OKNK हdh MOI Qe¨V VT  gx[j �j 
VKj�� IT MVIKS ^�Qह�\KUx VjNT ह� �j OहKx MVIKS� VP ि�]MN uI V[j t[Nj हd, uI I[S 
Q� S NY V� M` VY WTVj uI Qe¹T Lj pp� gWq IT हYNP हd tि¨V tK� Lj JP NJP हYNP हd Ot tK� ^ 
OKNP हd �j हOKj� हTnZT\j  IW VK SK� हY OKNK हdh WTMVS aIVT  tK[ _ह pp� tx[ हY OKNP हd, 
^qT Sहm हYNP हdh uIMWU QR ^LVT  QK�\Q IT I[S Q� \ह [j�_K�N VjSK pKहw ÙqK  MV IjVKj VP 
Nj  IT VYi ®IP \YOSK Nd\Kj VP OKU MV हQ tK� Lj Vd IT MS\x~� Vj�, uI Lj M_pKj VjT �j 
IK] हP uI Lj JP M_pKj VjT MVMOS WYq� VP tK� IT हKMS, �MN हYNP हd, MOSVP  IW� QKjP 
OKNP हR, MOSVP jYOP jYZP VK IQKLS हY OKNK हd, aS WYq� VY Vd IT jKहN Lहe ÙpKi OKUh \ह tहeN 
qxJPj IQ�\K हdh हYNK \ह हd MV  Ot tK� ^NP हd NY \हKx ]Y§P tहeN pp� हYNP हd, WTMVS aIVT  
tK[ _ह  KuW� Q� tx[ Vj [P OKNP हdh uIVT  MWU QR ^LIT MS_T[S VjSK pKहe ÙqK MV IjVKj uI 
Lj VYi bYI ^o_KIS [Th OIK MV QRST VहK �j gJP QTjT Lw_l I[�\ tYW jहT ]T MV  pKहT Q�e^jT 
ह�, V� M` _KWT WYq ह� �j pKहT NQKQ Njह VT  WYq ह�, XKIN�j IT qKx_ VP Mj\K\K, OYSM[\� VT  
^ILKI jहNP हR, aIVP NY Mt¨Ve W tt�[P हY OKNP हd, uSVT  MWU \ह UV tहeN t§K QIWK हd h QR 
IQfNK हwx MV MONSK LdIK \e» Lj Xpl हYNK हd \ह JP UV Njह VK  tहeN t§K [eoQS हd,OY �V� MN 
हQ� हj IKW tK� VT  �L Q� हj IKW JTONP हd, uIVT  £Lj JP IjVKj VK �\KS jहSK pKMहUh uIVT  
MWU IjVKj  
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VY VYi tहeN bYI V[Q abKSK pKMहU, \हP QR ^LVT  QK�\Q IT MS_T[S VjSK pKहNK हwx h ^LST 
QefT tYWST VP gSeQMN [P, tहeN tहeN sv\_K[ h  
 

./ 12M8 78O0 1AY89 : (MtहKj) : aLIJK�\� QहY[\, tK� VT  Ixtxs Q� ^O हQ I[S 
Q� pp� Vj jह� हRh tK� UV gMJ�KL हd �j \ह tK� a�jP JKjN IT हYNT हeU MtहKj Q� OKVj 
M_jKOQKS हY OKNP हdh uIVT  VKj� MtहKj VP ि�]MN M[S� M[S MqjNP हP pWP OK jहP हd _dIT JP 
MtहKj VT  IK] MOI Njह VK r\_हKj JKjN IjVKj VY VjSK pKMहU ]K, pKहT VYi JP IjVKj jहP 
हY, हQT�K MtहKj VT  IK] I�NTWTLS VK r\_हKj हP हYNK ^\K हdh MtहKj VT  tKjT Q� OY \हKx tK� VP 
pp� हei हd, a�jP JKjN IT हYNT हeU Ot MtहKj VT  gx[j tK� ^ OKNP हd NY MtहKj Q� MONSP JP 
S�[\Kx हR pKहT qxqK हd, VYIP हd, tKqQNP हd, VKWP VYIP हd, uS IKjP  S�[\� VT  _हKx OKVj 
M_jKOQKS हY OKST VT  VKj� tहeN tjtK[P हYNP हdh _हKx ItIT º\K[K QVi VP XTNP हYNP हd, uI 
tKj _हKx gjt� gjt �LU VP LwjP QVi VP  IW tjtK[  हei हdh uNSK हP Sहm V� `V� VT  MWU _हKx 
VT WT VP XTNP t§T LdQKST Lj हYNP हd �j _ह VT WK �हv[e�NKS VT  हj Mह�IT Q� OKNK हd h _ह VT WT VP 
XTNP LwjP Njह IT tjtK[ हY qi  हdh Qd LwjT I[S VP ±j IT JKjN IjVKj IT ^¯ह �j MS_T[S 
VjSK pKहNK हwx  MV ®IP VYi VQTZP tST, pKहT aIQ� _dµKMSV� WYq� VY WTSK L§T, pKहT �j �T~� 
VT  WYq� VY WTSK L§T, aS WYq� VY WTVj UV  ®IP VQTZP tST OY uI M_`\ Lj qxJPjNK IT M_pKj 
VjTh gJP QKSSP\ I[�\� ST gLST M_pKj �VZ MVU MV tK� ^ST VT  tK[ हQ aIVP pp� VjNT हR 
�j tK� pWT OKST VT  tK[, हQ aIVP pp� Sहm Vj LKNT हRh हQ pKहNT हR MV uI tKjTQ� UV VQTZP  
tST �j aI VQTZP Q� \ह Mjr\w हYNK jहT MV tK� IT MSLZST VT  Ixtxs Q� VहKx NV �qMN हei हdh Ot 
NV uI IQ�\K VY हQ bYI �L Q� Sहm W�qT, Nt NV हQ tK� IT tpST  VT  �\KI� Q� VJP I W 
Sहm हY LKUxqT h  
 

gJP हQKjT Lw_l _�K±x ST \ह tKN I[S Q� jXP हd MV Ot [T� VT  £Lj हQWK हYNK हd NY 
हQ IKjT IKsS� VT  IK] aIVK QeVKtWK VjNT हR, WTMVS STLKW VT  �KjK �j [wIjT [T�� VT  �KjK 
aSVK OY LKSP हQKjT \हKx ^NK हd, aIIT QeVKtWK VjST VT  MWU JP हQVY bYI V[Q abKST 
pKMहUh  हQ uI ±j QeXKMNt Sहm हeU हR, MOIVK \ह LMj�KQ हdh QR ^¯ह �j MS_T[S VjSK 
pKहNK हwx MV MtहKj Q� tK� VK LKSP tहeN º\K[K हd XKIVj XqMj\K UV ®IK MOWK हd, OहKx LwjP 
S[P OKVj M_jKOQKS हY qi हdh _हKx Lj kYqjP SKjK\�Lej tKxs हd, _हKx ��PISqj t[WK tKxs हd 
�j aI tKxs VT  ZwZ OKST VP _Oह IT हOKj� हOKj हdnZ\j OQPS Lj ^O JP WqJq 10  PZ 
12 PZ LKSP हd  �j _हKx Q_T�P VK JP VYi gि�N�_ Sहm हdh uIMWU OहKx NV MtहKj IjVKj VT  twNT 
VK I_KW हd, QR IQfNK हwx MV MtहKj IjVKj uIVY हW Sहm Vj LKUqP h Ot NV JKjN IjVKj 
uI ±j QeXKMNt Sहm हYqP, \ह IQ�\K हW Sहm हY IVNP हdh MtहKj IjVKj VT  QK�\Q IT OY 
VjSK pKMहU ]K, _ह MV\K q\K हdh jKt§P [T_P OP ST हTWPVÃ¦Zj VT  QK�\Q IT, SK_ Lj p�Vj, 
IKjP Oqह ÁQ� VjNT हeU WYq� VY tpKST VK VKQ MV\K हdh  
 

( �;7:8�?S (./ nN24< ��e  n8N �;�J ) ;/P87/A हdy ) 
 

QहY[\, JKjN IjVKj VT  �KjK \ह \YOSK tSKi qi ]P MV हQ STLKW VT  IK] uI 
QIWT VY हW Vj�qT WTMVS _ह VKQ OdIT VK NdIK L§K हe^ हdh QR sv\_K[ [TSK pKहNK हwx  
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JKjN IjVKj VY, _NlQKS JKjN IjVKj VY MV STLKW VT  gx[j OY gLSK UV ªM I XYWVj हQ 
I_¶ VjST OK jहT हd, aIVT  MWU �L\K JP UWÃZ MV\K q\K हdh QR JKjN IjVKj VY sv\_K[ [TSK 
pKहNK हwx MV ^L uI ±j QeXKMNt हeU हR MV हQ MtहKj Q� �j [wIjP Oqह� Lj uI tKÍh VP 
IQ�\K VK  Vd IT IQKsKS Vj�h QR gLST �sKSQx~P OP VY sv\_K[ [TSK pKहNK हwx MV avह�ST tK� VY 
Q¹TS«j jXNT हeU Xe[ tK�¯�N uWKV� VK ÁQ� VjST VK VKQ MV\K हdh QR sv\_K[ [TSK pKहNK हwx 
MV हQKjT \हKx JKjN IjVKj �KjK ZPQ JTOP qi, _T XqMj\K JP qU, IQ�NPLej JP qU, [jJxqK JP  
qU, OहKx-OहKx tK� VP IQ�\K हd, uS IKjP pPO� VY avह�ST [TXST VK VKQ MV\K हdh QefT ^�K 
�j M_o_KI हd MV IjVKj uI ±j �\KS [TqPh QR JKjN IjVKj IT QeXKMNt हYVj VहSK pKहNK हwx 
MV gqj MtहKj VP tK� VP IQ�\K VY Sहm jYVK q\K, NY _dIT हP MtहKj qjPt VहWKNK हd, IKjT 
[T� Q� t§T  LdQKST Lj MtहKj VT  QO[wj VKQ VjST VT  MWU OKNT हd, M[S� M[S aSVP ि�]MN MqjNP 
OK jहP हd, QR pKहwxqK MV aSVT  a�]KS VT  MWU JKjN IjVKj QeXKMNt हY �j JKjN IjVKj uS 
IKjP IQ�\K±x VY हW VjST VP VYM�� VjTh uNSK हP VहNT हeU QR gLSP tKN IQK¦N VjNK हwx h 
QefT uI M_`\ Lj tYWST VK Q�VK M[\K q\K, uIVT  MWU QR ^LVK �eM�\K g[K VjNK हwxh  

SHRI SILVIUS CONDPAN (Assam): Mr. Vice-Chairman Sir, I thank 
you very much for giving me an opportunity to take part in this very important 
discussion. The discussion on the situation created in the country, if not for the 
whole country but in some parts of the country due to recent floods. I come 
from the State of Assam and every year, Sir, we the people of Assam are 
compelled to suffer from the calamity of flood. I personally remember how the 
devastating floods, sometimes in the year 1950, caused extensive damage and 
loss of the life and property in Assam. The amount of suffering, the amount of 
loss the people of Assam had suffered, I think, by that time nobody in any other 
part of the country had experienced. But with the passage of time, the flood 
problem is getting its grip in different parts of our country, including Assam. Sir, 
I subscribe to the arguments and points placed on the floor of this august 
House, by my friend, from Assam who initiated the discussion on the situation 
caused due to floods. Yes, Sir, the flood situation in Assam, both in the Barrak 
Valley and in the Brahmaputra Valley -- Barrak is another big river, 
Brahmaputra is another big river - have bifurcated Assam into two parts. Some 
of the Hon'ble Members have already mentioned that the rivers in hilly areas in 
Nagaland, in Mizoram, in Arunachal Pradesh are connected with the Himalayan 
sources, connected with the rivers of China. One can imagine how they roll 
down to and it submerges the plain areas of Assam. Another point, which has 
been missed by my previous speaker, is that it causes immense damage to the 
paddy fields, by way of soil erosion. Flood is one problem and soil erosion due 
to flood is another problem. By erosion, Sir, we lose paddy fields forever 
because that turns into riverbed.   When the flood 
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recedes, water dries up and you can't get back the land. But in Assam, the 
farmers suffer because of losing the land every year by way of floods, floods 
that cause not only flooding of the plains but also erosion along the river which 
comes in a forceful manner. By way of floods you know -- my friend has 
already mentioned -- how standing crops are damaged, how the residents, 
the houses, the households are being uprooted. Agricultural crops are 
damaged, live stocks are damaged. Foodgrains are not available and every 
year thousands and thousands of farmers in Assam become landless. You can 
rehabilitate with home-stead land but you cannot give back the cultivable land 
to the people who have lost their land by way of erosion. 

The causes of erosion have been explained by the previous speaker, 
Mr. Jairam Ramesh. Deforestation has taken place in Bhutan, in Arunachal 
Pradesh and in all the surrounding hill States. It is one of the biggest problems 
of these flood-affected States and it is beyond their control. We should try to 
solve these problems in a scientific manner. Otherwise, the annual phenomena 
of floods in the States of Bihar, West Bengal, North Bengal, Tripura, Assam, 
and in some parts of other States, cannot be stopped. The number of floods 
may be less or more, but they will always be there. The scientists and experts 
of our country have solved many difficult problems of our country. There is no 
dearth of experts in our country. If the Government seriously thinks about 
controlling the problems of flood and soil erosion, they can solve it.. The floods 
have hindered the economic development of our country. We have a 
Department of Planning in our country. We have a Planning Commission. Sir, 
through you, I would like to urge upon this august body and the Planning 
Commission of India to deeply go into the problems of flood and erosion. 
These have forced our farmers to poverty. The efforts of the Government have 
been towards making the farmers economically self-sufficient has not been 
successful. But the farmers are frustrated by these annual recurrence of natural 
calamities, which are coming in the form of floods and erosion. 

Sir, I remember that every year our Government in Assam had been 
urging-as I know- the Central Government to treat the Assam flood problem as 
a national problem. My friend from Assam has already mentioned this in his 
speech. I support his view that it is not within the State Government's financial 
capacity to solve this problem; it is not within its economic capacity. This year 
is coming to a close, only 4-5 months are left.   But the damage done now will 
destroy all the good things carried out 
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during the eight months. The State goes back to its earlier position. Some efforts 
towards development are made by the State Government through the support given by 
the Central Government, but we are again put back into the same position when the 
floods come. This is a very critical problem. I don't want to elaborate on this point. 
We have been greatly affected by this problem. From our childhood to till date we have 
been shouldering the responsibility of trying to make the State economically viable. 
But we are pulled back by these natural calamities, however, best we may try to go 
ahead. After four months, we are again pulled back to the same position of what we 
were six months ago. This is the position we are in. Same maybe the case with the 
people of the States like Bihar, North Bengal, West Bengal, Tripura, and some 
parts of other States, who are suffering from the floods. Sir, the whole problem has to 
be looked at in a scientific manner. Before I conclude, I would like to draw the 
attention of the Planning Commission, which has very, very experienced and expert 
persons. I think it is not difficult for them to solve the problem. I would like to say 
that this is not a big problem for them to find a solution. If the Government goes on 
helping the State Governments with CRF and other sources, it means nothing, but 
putting water in a bottomless pot. 

It is simply putting the water into a bottomless pot. The pot will never get 
filled up. So, this is a known fact. I think more than I explain it, the Government of 
India understands it. So far, the Government of India has been helping the States, 
including Assam. I am grateful for it. But, I urge upon one thing that the Government 
will not be able to bring us out of the grip of poverty, if these bottomless pots are 
always filled up without any scientific approach. With these words, I thank you very 
much, Sir, for allowing me to speak a few words on it. 
 

./ 7d0J3 :80u8W ( MहQKpW �[T� ) : ^[j�P\ aLIJK�\� OP, QR QKSSP\ I[�\ 
jKQ [T_ JxkKjP OP �KjK [T� VT  Ve � JKq� Q� tK� IT a�LvS हei ि�]MN Lj �Kj¢J VP qi pp� Q� JKq 
WTST VT  MWU X§K हe^ हwxh JKjN gSTVNK±x VK [T� हdh \हKx Lj UV हP IQ\ Q� Ij[P JP हYNP हd, 
qjQP JP हYNP हd _ \हKx Lj gSTV� ÜNeUx JP हYNP हdh �j \हP [T� हd OहKx Lj UV हP IQ\ Q� IwXK 
JP L§NK हd �j aIP IQ\ Q� [wIjT JKq Q� tK� JP ^NP हdh  
 

( ./ �;7:8;1< ;/P87/A हdy ) 
 

tK� हj _`l ^NP हd �j हQ हj _`l हP tK� Lj pp� VjNT हR �j \हKx pp� Q� हQ IefK_ 
[TNT हR, �K\[ _T IefK_ �j _ह pp� Vहm SYMZI VP OKNP हd \K Sहm, \ह JP हQ� OKSVKjP Sहm, 
n\�MV tK� VT  MS\x~� VT  MWU \K IwXT VP ि�]MN IT  MStZST VT  MWU OY �\KI VjNT हR _ह NY _KZj 
VQP�S \K ¦WK�Sq VQP�S Q� tdb VjVT  हP \YOSUx tSKNT हR, WTMVS  
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OQPS Lj aS \YOSK±x VK ^O NV VYi gIj [TXST VY Sहm MQWNK हd, n\�MV हj _`l tK� IT 
a�LvS हei ि�]MN VT  VKj� हOKj� WYq tTघj हY OKNT हR, V� M` \Y²\ JwMQ XjKt हY OKNP हd �j 
uSVP  IW� S�Z हY OKNP हd, हOKj� OKS� pWP OKNP हd h हQ हj _`l uI I[S Q� tdb VjVT  pp� 
VjNT हR h WTMVS ^O NV VYi JP uI �VKj VK IY¨\w�¬ MOIIT tK� Lj MS\x~� हY IVT , aI 
Lj VYi JP ®IK Vx �PZ IY¨\w�S Sहm [T IVT  हRh Ot VYi IY¨\e�S ^NK हd NY aIVT  M_`\ Q� VहK 
OKNK हd MV uvह� gLSK QKuxk IdZ t[WSK pKMहU n\�MV VT _W QK~ SM[\� VT  uxZj MW�Vq IT It 
Ve � Sहm हY OKUqKh QKSSP\ aLIJK�\�  OP, QTjK QKSSK हd MV ि�]MN VY IQfST VT  MWU �j 
tK� Lj MS\x~� VjST VT  MWU OहKx [wjqKQP SPMN VY tSKST VP ^_o\VNK हd MOIVT  gxNqlN 
ML�WP IjVKj ST IejT� �Je VQTZP tSK VjVT  uxZj �W�Vq ª  Mj_Il VT  MWU ZK�V  YIl tSKi 
]P aI Lj VK\l हYSK pKMहU h हY IVNK हd MV _ह V¢LWPZ IY¨\w�S S हY, WTMVS UV IY¨\w�S 
NY _ह हd OY IKjT [T� VT  IKQST M[\K q\K हdh uI IQ\ tKVP �[T�� Q� NY Ot tK� ^ OKNP हd हQ 
aIVT  tK[ \हKx Lj pp� VjNT हR, n \�MV tK� ^NP हd �j tK� ^ST VT  tK[ MjहTMtMZWT�S VK VK\l 
�Kj¢J हYNK हdh aIVT  tK[ �[T� IjVKj� gLSP ST¸\ejW nWTMQZP MjWP   x k IT  sS VP QKxq  VjNP 
हd �j M j aI Lj VKQ हYNK हd, OdIT VYi I§V� VK MSQ�� हYSK हd, VYi ZwZT- w ZT QVKS हR, 
aSVY bPV VjSK हdh _dIT gMsVKx� LdIK NY �[T� IjVKj� OY aSVT  VK\�W\ हYNT हR aSVY bPV 
VjST QT हP Wq OKNK हdh WTMVS QR MOI �[T� IT ^NK हwx _हKx ^O tK� VP ि�]MN Sहm हd WTMVS tK� 
VP [ह�N VT  VKj� हOKj� WYq OहKx gLST घj� IT [wj MjoNT[Kj� VT  घj� Q� \K Vहm OxqW� Q� \K 
£x p� �]KS� Lj MS_KI Vj jह� हRh हQ \हKx Lj ÕहQ Le~ VT   tKjT Q� qxqK Q� ^ST _KWP tK� VT  tKjT QT 
pp� Vj jहT हR WTMVS aIVT  IK]-IK] INWeO,OY हQKjT [T� VP UV Qह�_Lw�l S[ हd, MOIVT  
£Lj JKX§K tKxs tSK हe^ हd �j MOIT [T� VT  �]Q �sKS Qx~P uIT [T� VK ItIT t§K QxM[j VहNT 
]T, ^O _ह XNjT Q� हdh  
 

MहQKpW �[T� VK tKklj MN�tN VT  IK] WqNK हdh MN�tN Q� tKklj VT  IK] OY LKMj�w  
fPW tS qi हd, UV Lwj� LहK§ VT  ZwZ OKST IT _ह tx[ हY qi हdh \ह IxJK_SK r\� VP OK jहP हd MV 
VJP JP _ह tKxs ZwZ IVNK हd �j aIIT uNSK º\K[K LKSP tहTqK MV MहQKpW VK UV MNहKi 
Mह�IK aIIT IQK¦N हY IVNK हdh ^O aI S[P Lj tK� ^ST VP ि�]MN हd, WTMVS aIQ� JP हQKjP 
VT v�P\ IjVKj \K हQKjT �[T� VP IjVKj \K OY INWeO OW  MSqQ हd \K _KZj VQP�S हd, aSVT  
tPp Q� ^LI Q� VYi NKWQTW M[XKi Sहm [TNK हdh MहQKpW �[T� VP IjVKj jTk gWZl घYM`N 
VjNP हd �j NPIjT M[S _हKx Lj IK\jS tOK M[\K OKNK हd MV IJP WYq \हKx IT ab OK±h 
gMsVKx� WYq _हKx IT pWTu q\T हRh uIIT [ह�N VP ि�]MN a�LvS हY qi हd, WTMVS INWeO S[P Q� 
UV uxp JP LKSP Sहm t�K हdh [wIjT M[S INWeO OW MSqQ OY VT v�P\ IjVKj VK �j MहQKpW 
IjVKj VK UV Ix\e� a�Q हd, aIVT  gMsVKjP _हKx Lj हTWPVK¦Zj Q� OKVj Idj VjNT हRh _T VहNT 
हR MV uIIT Ve � Sहm हYqK, हQ gLSK a�LK[S �Kj¢J Vj jहT हRh WTMVS VT v�P\ IjVKj aSVY 
[wIjT M[S QSK VjNP हd MV MtOWP a�LK[S VK VKQ tx[ jXK OK\Th NPIjT M[S VT v�P\ IjVKj VP 
±j IT घY`� हYNP हd MV _हKx Lj £Lj IT LKSP tहSK �e� हY q\K हd, MOIVT  VKj� gt ि�]MN 
Mtq§ST VP IxJK_SK Sहm हdh _हKx Lj Njह-Njह VP g _Kह�  d W jहP हdh MN�tN pPS VT  Vx �YW Q� हdh 
pPS VT  _हKx Lj UnILZl Lहe xpq\T हRh uIMWU aSVT  UnILZlI aIQ� MWMQZTk Vx �Y¨k �WK�Z Vj 
jहT हR MOIV VKj� LKSP sPjT-sPjT tहTqKh  
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QKSSP\ aLIJKLMN OP, [Y _`l Lw_l JP uIP S[P Lj uIP �VKj VP UV tK� ^i ]Ph \ह 
हQKjK I�JK²\ हd MV uI tKj हQ� OKSVKjP Uk_KxI Q� MQW jहP हd MOIVT  VKj� _हKx Lj OKS VT  
SeVIKS VP IxJK_SK Sहm हdh WTMVS _हKx Lj हQKjT WYq� VP OQPS हd, QVKS tST हR ML�WT 20-25 
M[S� IT _हKx VP OSNK [ह�N Q� हd, \T gLST MjoNT[Kj� VT  \हKx Lj LहK§P Lj jह jहT हd, uIVT  VKj� 
_हKx Lj J\K_ह ि�]MN tSP हei हdh QTjK MS_T[S हd MV VT v� IjVKj MOIVK Ixtxs pPS VT  IK] 
Mk¦WYQdMZV हd, _ह gLST aS Ixtxs� VK aL\Yq VjNT हeU aSVT  IK] �YLj a¸p�NjP\ tKNpPN, 
Qx~P �Nj Lj \K �sKS Qx~P �Nj Lj tKNpPN हYSP pKMहUh _हKx Lj gqj Vx �Y¨k �WK�Z हY IVNK हd 
NY _ह MV\K OK\Th gqj _हKx Lj Mहv[e�NKS VT  UnILZlI VP O�jN हd NY aSVY _हKx Lj OKST VP 
gSeQMN [P OK\T h VT v�P\ IjVKj VT  _KZj VQP�S, VT v� VK \हKx Lj OY a�Q pW jहK हd INWeO 
M_�eN MSqQ �j MहQKpW �[T� IjVKj VT  tPp Q� ^LI Q� NKWQTW �j Ixtxs g¸�T tSST pKMहUh 
MOIIT _हKx Lj OY J\K_ह ि�]MN Q� �j [ह�N VP ि�]MN Q� WYq jह jहT हR, aSVY MSOKN MQW 
IVT h NPS _`l Lw_l OY tK� ^i ]P, aIIT J\xVj NtKहP हei ]Ph IKjT VT  IKjT IxpKj QK�\Q IQK¦N हY 
q\T ]T, UV �]KS IT [wIjT �]KS Lj ^SK OKSK tx[ ह� q\K ]K, MहQKpW �[T� VT  [Y MOWT IKjP 
[eMS\K IT VZ q\T ]Th WTMVS uI tKj OY Xtj [P OK jहP हd aIIT LNK pW jहK हd MV NPS qe�K LKSP 
aI fPW Q� uI IQ\ OQK हY q\K हdh MहQKpW �[T� Q� UV �j MV�Q VP tK� ^NP हd, _हKx Lj 
WqKNKj S[P tहTqP �j tK� ^\TqP, ®IK Sहm हYNK हdh VJP ÌWd� ÌWk ^ OKNK हd h _ह Vt 
^\TqK, MVI VKj� IT ^\TqK, uIVT  tKjT Q� Ve � Sहm VहK OK IVNK हd h uIVT  tKjT Q� VYi MjIpl 
Sहm VP qi हd h [Y M[S Lw_l aIP �T~ VT  UV �]KS Lj UV[Q IT LKSP ^ q\K, uNSK º\K[K LKSP ^ 
q\K MV aIQ� tहeN IKjT QVKS tह q\T �j LKxp ^[QP QKjT q\Th ®IP ि�]MN VY IQK¦N VjST VT  MWU 
, QR QKSSP\ O\ jKQ jQT� OP VP UV tKN IT IहQN हwx MV हQKjT \हKx OY Mk YjT�ZT�S हY jहP हd , 
OY हQKjT OxqW� VK _ds �j g_ds VZKS हYNK हd, _ह UV tहeN t§K VKj� हd MOIVT  VKj� ÌWd� 
ÌWk \K [wIjT ÌWk ^NT हR h QTjK MS_T[S हd MV हQ uIVT  tKjT Q� pp� VjNT हd, हQ ¦WK�Sq VQP�S Q� 
tdbVj \K [wIjT �]KS� Lj tdbVj pp�Ux VjNT हRh WTMVS aI Lj VYi concrete VKQ Sहm हYNK हdh 
kP ÃjT�ZT�S VY jYVST VT  MWU JP Ot VYi Ie�PQ VYZl Q� Lि�WV MWMZqT�S Q� OKNK हd, Nt _S� VT  
VKZS Lj jYV WqKi OKNP हdh uS IKjT M_`\� Lj हQ VT _W IKQKM\V, aIP IQ\ pp� S Vj� OdIT 
Ot tK� ^NP हd Nt हQ pp� Vj W�h OdIT peSK_ Q� हQ Ot हKjNT हR \K OPNNT हR, NY peSK_ VT  tK[ 
IQP�K VjST tdb OKNT हR, _dIT हP Ot tK� ^NP हd, NY aIVT  tK[ हQ IQP�K Vj jहT हYNT हR, WTMVS 
aIVT  tKjT Q� हQ� ^qT n\K VjSK हd, uItKjT Q� VJP bPV �VKj IT tdbVj M_pKj SहP VjNT h QR 
QKSSP\ I[�\ a[\ �NKL OP IT IहQN हwx MV uIVT  tKjT Q� ®IT IQ\ Q� Ot \ह tK� S हY, Ot 
IwXK S हY, हQ bPV �VKj IT tdbVj IPMj\I pp� Q� Jq W�h हQKjT uI I[S QT NY tहeN IT experts 
हR, tहeN IT IKuxMZ�ÞI हd, tहeN IT uVKSÃMQ�ÞI हR, It  uI pp� QT JKq WTVj VYi �ÃLj IÃ¨\w�S 
[T� VT  IKQST [� �j uI tK� VP M_JPM`VK IT [T� VY tpKST VT  MWU VK\l Vj�, NY Qd IQfNK हwx MV 
_ह º\K[K aL\YqP हYqKh QKSSP\ aLIJKLMN OP, ^LST QefT tYWST VK IQ\ M[\K , QR ^LVK tहeN 
tहeN sv\_K[ VjNK हwxh  
 

./ Q4OA/ N8N Q4iN  : QKv\_j, aLIJKLMN QहY[\, tK� VP OY jK��P\ IQ�\K हd, aI 
Lj IJP L�� VT  QKSSP\ I[�\� ST gLST- gLST M_pKj r\� MVU हRh tK� VT  NPS L� हR  
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tK� VT   tpK_,jKहN,[wIjK LeS_�I �j NPIjK uIVK �]Ki IQKsKS I��W _KZj VQP�S �j 
ST�SW ÌWk VQP�S uS [YS� VT  �KjK gt NV IefK_ tNKU qU हR, aLK\ M[XKU qU हR WTMVS 
gJP JP [T� VT  g�sVKx� Mह�I� VT  VjY§� WYq tK� IT tejP Njह �JKM_N हRh gIQ VP pp� हei हd, 
akPIK VP pp� हei हd, a�j txqKW VP pp� हei हd �j MहQKpW �[T� VP pp� NY gXtKj� Q� ^NP 
jहNP हdh WTMVS uIIT JP ^qT �W\xVKjP tK� MtहKj QT jहP हd �j MtहKj VT  tKjT Q� JP IKjT QKSSP\ 
I[�\� ST gLST M_pKj r\� MVU हR �j �pNK r\� VP हdh 68 WKX हdnZT\j tK� �JKM_N JwJKq 
MtहKj Q� हdh ST�SW ÌWk VQP�S VK \ह ^xV§K हdh 68 WKX हdnZT\j Q� IT 29 WKX हdnZT\j VT  
MWU tK� IT tpK_ VT  MWU gt NV aLK\ MVU qU हRh uI 29 WKX हdnZT\j VT  MWU WqJq 3000 
MVWYQPZj NZtxs VK MSQ�� MV\K q\K हdh OY NZtxs �j NZ tST हR, aSVT  tKjT Q� VहK OKNK हd 
MV aSVK MSjxNj gSej�� हYSK pKMहU, I¢LY`� हYSK pKMहU WTMVS MSMs VT  gJK_ Q� MtहKj Q� 
uIVK OY gSej�� �j I¢LY`� हYSK pKMहU, Sहm हYNK हdh SNPOK ,OY NZtxs tST हd, aIVT  Mj_j 
IKuk Q� MI¨ZT�S हe^ हd, NZtxs VQ«Yj हeU हd �j Ve �PIKuk Q� «QPS SPpT pWP qi हd, INह 
SPpT pWP qi हdh NY 29 WKX हdnZT\j VT  MWU, OY NZtxs VP Iej�K VT  MWU tpK_ VT  MWU, OY 
aLK\ MVU qU हR aSQ� JP \T XKMQ\Kx gJP NV हR �j avह� [wj Sहm MV\K q\K हdh 39 WKX हdnZT\j 
gJP JP NZtxs IT tKहj हd, MOIVT  MWU VYi r\_�]K Sहm हd h QहY[\, MtहKj [Y JKq� Q� txZK हe^ 
हd- a�j MtहKj �j [M�� MtहKj �j qxqK tPpK tPp  tहNP हdh 68 WKX हdnZT\j QT gVT WT 58 WKX 
हdnZT\j a�j MtहKj Q� हdh हQKjP IKjP SM[\Kx STLKW Q� ^NP हd, WTMVS STLKW QT हP हKi kdQ tSKVj 
uI IQ�\K VK IQKsKS Sहm हY IVNK हd, n\�MV STLKW Q� OY LbKjP uWKVK हd, LहK§P uWKVT  हR, 
_हKx JP Vi SM[\� VK aßqQ �]W हdh OY IQNW JwJKq हd, OT NjKi VK uWKVK हd,_हKx JP Vi 
SM[\� VK aßqQ �]W हdh NY OY LहK§ IT SM[\Kx MSVWNP हd, XKIVj OY qxkV हd, VYIP हd �j 
tKqQNP हd aSVT  Ixtxs Q� gnIj JKjN IjVKj VT  �MNMSMs STLKW Q� OKNT jहNT हRh pKहT I¦NVYIP 
kdQ हY tहK§ �T~ Q�, STLKW Q� \K �P�KLKSP हY \K SwS]j हY tKqQNP �j qxkV QT, uS Lj हKi kdQ 
tSKST VP tKN हYNP हd, n\�MV \ह, STLKW QT OY L�]j VK LहK§ हd, _हKx IT MSVWNK हd, MQÚP VK JP 
LहK§ हd h  
 
 

Vi SM[\� VK IQwह हd MOIIT a�j MtहKj QT Ot tK� ^NP हd NY aIIT �W\VKjP 
ि�]MN Ld[K हYNP हd �j OKS-QKW VP gLKj �MN हYNP हdh Ot �P�KLKSP QT, SwS]j Q� �j tj§Kह 
�T~ Q� tहeN a¹T�P\ हKi kTQ tSTqK NY uIIT MtOWP Ld[K हY IVNP हd, OW MS\x~� हY IVNK हd 
WTMVS tK� IT a�j MtहKj VK tpK_ Sहm हY IVNK हd h uIMWU Mj_Il VT  uxZj �W�Vq Lj UV tKN 
tkP OYj� IT pWP हd �j O\ jKQ OP ST JP Mj_Il VT  uxZj �W�Vq Lj gLSP jK\ [P हd, _T uIVT  
MXWK  हdh Qd uIVT  MXWK  Sहm हwx , uIVT  L� Q� हwxh WTMVS UV tKN MtहKj IT Oe§P हei हd MV 
MtहKj VK JK²\ uI QKQWT Q� t§K XjKt jहK हdh OY pmO� MtहKj QT हYNP हd, aSVK MS\�N हYNK हdh 
हQ gLSP QTघK VK MS\�N VjNT हd, �MNJK VK MS\�N VjNT हR,�Q VK MS\�N VjNT हRh WTMVS 
�IpKi VT  a¹To\ VT  MWU Ij¦WI _KZj VY WT OKST VP tKN हY jहP हd MV MtहKj IT LKSP WT OKVj 
VK_TjP �j qxqK VY OY§K OKU, tàLe~ �j VK_TjP VY OY§K OKUh tK� IT tpK_ VT  MWU  n\K 
aLK\ हY IVNK हd? \ह OY uxZj �W �Vq Mj_Il VK �YOTnZ हd, uIIT uIVK IQKsKS Sहm हY IVNK 
हdh हQKjT \हKx OY LKSP हd uIT VK_TjP Q� WT OK\K OKUqK NY हQ� VYi UNjKO Sहm हdh WTMVS tK� VT  
LMj�KQ  
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VK M_oWT`� S MV\K OKU, uIIT हQT LP§K हYNP हd, uIMWU tK� VT  VKj� M_oWT`� MV\K OKU© \ह 
M_oWT`� MV\K OKU MV VKj�� VK IQKsKS Vd IT हYqKh UV kdQ VT  tKjT QT JKjN IjVKj IT OY gJP 
pW jहP हd MV t§Kह �T~ QT ^O VP WKqN Lj 25,000 VjY§ �L\K WqTqKh kPLP^j tSKST VT  MWU 
30 VjY§ �L\K M[\K हd h LNK Sहm \ह kPLP^j Vt NV tSTqKh \M[ [Y _`Ò  Q� kPLP^j Nd\Kj 
हYqK NY VQ IT VQ L¸pPI _`l t§Kह �T~ VT  UV kTQ VT  MSQ�� Q� Wq�qTh L¸pPI _`Ò Q�^O OY 
uIVT  MWU 25,000 VjY§ �L\K हd, _ह LpKI हOKj VjY§ VP WKqKN Lj pWK  OKUqKh uI Njह 
VT  NPS kTQ हR WTMVS M j JP uSIT MtहKj VP IQ�\K VK IQKsKS Sहm हYqKh STLKW VP IjVKj IT 
^LVP tKN pWNP हd, aIQ� �QMN हYNP हd, aIVT  tK[ M j Qx]j qMN ^ OKNP हdh uIMWU हQKjK 
\ह gSejYs हd MV JKjN IjVKj VT  �Nj IT UV tKN pWP ]P MOIQT a�j �[T� IjVKj JP �KMQW 
हdh Lw_� a�j �[T� QT घKघjK S[P tहNP हdh qxqK VY, VYIP VY घKघjK IT OY§ST VP tKN pW jहP ]P 
�j MONSP SM[\Kx tPp Q� ^NP ]P aS ItVY aIQ� OY§Vj, OY ÌWY ^NP हd �j Ij¦WI _KZj 
हYNK हd, aIVT  LKSP VK  d WK_ MV\K OKUh हY IVNK हd MV uIIT a�j �[T� VP IjVKj IहQN S 
हYh MtहKj VP Vi LMj\YOSKUx हd MOSQ� a�j �[T� IjVKj VP ^_o\V IहQMN Sहm MQW jहP हd 
�j MOIVT  VKj� _T Wि¢tN हRh JKjN IjVKj uIQ� �\KI Vj jहP हdh हQKjP \ह QKxq हd MV MtहKj 
VY tjtK[P IT tpK\K OKUh Qd \हKx Lj LeS_�I VT  tKjT QT JP pp� Vj jहK हwx h 68 WKX हTnZT\j QT IT 
39 WKX हTnZT\j QT gJP JP gIejM�N WYq हRh QR aI JwJKq Q� tIST _KWT WYq� VP Iej�K VT  aLKI 
VT  tKjT Q� tKN Sहm VjNK हwx, tि¨V QR JKjN IjVKj IT QKxq VjNK हwx MV Ot 68 WKX हdnZT\j Q� tK� 
^NP हd NY VYi O�jP Sहm हd MV _`� IT tK� ^Uh gJP \हKx Lj हQKjT UV IK]P Vह jहT ]T MV Ot 
_`� हYNP हd NY tK� ^NP हd, WTMVS MtहKj VT  IK] ®IK Sहm हdh Vi IKM]\� ST VहK MV MtहKj Q� 
_`� Sहm हYNP हd V§P swL jहNP हd M j �W\xVKjP tK� ^NP हdh \ह �W\xVKjP tK� Nt JP ^NP हd 
Ot STLKW QT _`� Sहm हYNP हdh MtहKj QT Nt JP tµU© ^NP हd Ot STLKW Q� £pm pYMZ\� Lj t l  
MLघWNP हdh Ot t l  MLघWVj, LKSP tSVj IQNW �T~ Q� ^NK हd NY aIIT JP �W\xVKjP tK� 
^NP हdh \ह हd  ि�]MN �j \हP हd tK� ^ST VK VKj�, uIVK M_oWT`� SहP हYNK हdh Ot Vix�YZP-
�YZP SM[\Kx MQWNP हd, MOSVK aßqQ �]W IQNW IT हd,aI LKSP IT JP Jx\Vj tK� ^NP हdh 
uIMWU Qd tK� VP IQ�\K VT  tKjT Q� JKjN IjVKj IT QKxq VjSK pKहNK हwx MV MtहKj VP IQ�\K VK 
IQKsKS हY IVNK हd VT _W jK��P\ �Nj Lj Mj_Il VT  MW�Vq �YOTnZ Lj tKN S हYVj,MtहKj VT  
gx[j VYIP �j qxkV VY OY§K OKUh VYIP �j qxkV VY OY§ST Q� ^O VP WKqN Lj OY NPS 
SM[\� Lj हKi kdQ tSKST Lj OY 75 \K 80 हOKj VjY§ �LU r\\ ह�qTh ^O VT  �KuI uxkTnI Lj 
aIIT VQ WKqN Q� �ह[e�NKS VT  MtहKj Q� VYIP �j qxkV VY OY§Vj SM[\� VP uxZj �W�Vq 
VjVT , tK� ITtpK_ MtहKj VK�]K\P IQKsKS हY IVNK हdh uIQ� NZtxs VP JP VYi ^_o\VNK 
Sहm हYqP h हQ Sहj� MSVKWVj, �YZP-�YZP SM[\� VY OY§Vj ,�IpKi VK QeV¢QW uxNOKQ Vj 
IVNT हR, r\_�]K Vj IVNT हRh uvहm tKN� VT  IK] QdST gLSP tKN VहP, ^LST tYWST VK g_Ij 
M[\K, uIVT  MWU tहeN-tहeN sv\_K[ h  
 
 ./ �;7:8;1< : �P V� LKW LjQKjh ^LVP LKZ� VK IQ\ हY q\K हd, [Y MQSZ Q� X�Q 
Vj [PMOUh gJP NPS WYq tKVP हdh  
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./ 5� ;8N ;0Q80( MहQKpW �[T� ): sv\_K[ aLIJKLMN QहY[\, ^LST QKSSP\ 
I[�\ �KjK abKU qU M_`\ Lj QefT tYWST VP gSeQMN [P, uIVT  MWU ^LVK sv\_K[ 
aLIJKLMN OP, ML�WT LpKI _`Ò VT  uMNहKI Q� uII[S VK �K\[ हP VYi ®IK I~ qeOj हY, 
MOIQ� NPS M_`\� Lj pp� S हei हYh \T M_`\ हd: LKSP VK txZ_KjK, IwXK �j tK� h Ot NV uS 
NPS� M_`\� VY UV VjVT  Sहm [TX OKUqK, Nt NV S NY LKSP VT  txZ_KjT VK IQKsKS हYqK, S 
IwXT VK �j S हP tK� VK हYqKh Xe[K VP ItIT t§P jहQN LKSP हdh LKSP Ot UV[Q IT tjINK हd 
NY uxIKS VT  MWU OहQN tS OKNK हd h Ve � M[S LहWT NV gXtKj� Q� \ह �L jहK ]K MV uI 
QKSIwS I~ VT  [�jKS uI I[S Q� �j aI I[S Q� Ot pp� हYqP NY IwXT Lj हYqPh LहWK I~ Q� 
qeOjKh हQ WYq \हKx Lj pp� SहP Vj LKU WTMVS Ot pp� �e� हei NY M_`\ t[WK �j tK� Lj 
^ qU h aLIJKLMN OP, OdIK O\jKQ jQT� OP ST VहK MV uIVK ItIT t§K VKj� हd MOI NjPVT  
IT _S� VK VZK_ हY jहK हd aI VKj� IT _`� VT  gSeLKN QT हj Oqह N�[PWP ^ jहP हd h OY 
uVYWÃOP tdW�I Mtq§ jह हd, aIVT  VKj� LwjT �ह[e�NKS QT Vहm _`� VQ हY jहP हd, Vहm º\K[K हY 
jहP हdh Vहm Lj tK[W  ZNT हR NY JP tK� ^NP हd h LejKST OQKST QT हQ IeSKVjNT ]T MV, “MjQMfQ 
VT  qPN IK_S qKU”h ^L WYq� VY \K[ हYqK MV Ot �YZT ]T, tjIKN VT  M[S� Q� LKxp, �ह M[S� 
NV WqKNKj tKMj� हYNP ]P, tKMj� VP f§P WqNP ]P �j हQ JP Xe�P QSKNT ]T, n\YMV [Y pKj 
M[S �Vw W IT �e ÚP MQWNP ]Ph WTMVS gt IK_S QT MjQMfQ V qPN qKST tx[ हYqU हRh LहWT  Ku_ 
VT  M�VT Z Qdp हYNT ]T, ^OVW _S kT हY qU हdh gt tK[W� ST JP gLSK MQOKO t[W MW\K हd 
½Wáwµ âd  MV _V LKxp M[S tjIST VP tOK\ UV हP M[S Q� s§Ks§ tjI qU �j _हKx Lj tK� VT  
VKj� tSTh aLIJKLMN OP, tK�, IwXK, sw�IP tKxs �j jKOSPMN, uS ItVP ®IP MXp§P tS हd 
MV gqj ^L ^xV§� Lj q�j Vj� NY �ह[e�NKS Q� घe�IP  tKxs VT  uNST LdIT M[U OK peVT  हR MV gqj 
_T tKxs iQKS[KjP IT tSNT NY \K NY ^O LwjK �ह[e�NKS tK� IT IejM�N हY q\K हYNK \K aIVT  £Lj 
tSNT tSNT aS घe�IP tKxs� VP £pKxi MहQKW\ IT £pm Lहe xp peVP हYNP h WTMVS _हKx Lj Á�ZKpKj 
VT  VKj� \ह SहP pKहNT हR h OY se�IP tKxs tSNK हd, LहWP tjIKN Q� ItIT _हP tKxs ZwZNK हd h 
uIVT  tK[ Ot jKहN tKxZST VP tKjP ^NP हd NY aIQ� JP Á�ZKpKj हYNK हdh QefT QKWwQ हd MV Qd gxN 
Q� tYW jहK हwx, IQ\ VQ हd, Qd uI M_`\ Lj uãMWU tYWST VT  MWU QOtwj हw^ हwx n\�MV UV tK� 
LPM§N VP JK_SK VY QR g¸�P Njह IT OKSNK हwxh QRST JP p�tPI घxZT tK� Q� MघjVj qeOKjT हRh Ot 
UV QVKS VP �N Lj tK� IT MघjT हeU WYq� ह�, pKj� Nj  LKSP हY, aI IQ\ VJP MI l  \ह हYNP 
हd MV ^[QP VY LPST VT  MWU LKSP Sहm MQWNK, XKST VT  MWU jYZP Sहm MQWNP h MOI �N Lj qKx_ 
uVäK हYNK हd, aI Lj jKN Jj aI qKx_ VK ^�\ MWU WYq� �j LKSP Q� tहVj ^U IKxL� IT 
WqKNKj Ixघ`l हYNK हd MV aI IwXP �N Lj V�S jKN qeOKjTqK? 
 
 tहeN IT WYq tPQKMj\� IT LहWT, OहjPWT IKxL� VT  kIST VT  VKj� tK� VT  [�jKS QjNT हd,  
\ह IJP WYq OKSNT हYqT, MOI Njह IT ^O MtहKj QT tK� VP ि�]MN हd h  
  
 aLIJKLMN OP, MहQKpW �[T� VP LKjpw S[P VT  tKjT Q� �P IejT� JKj�KO OP ST MO� 
MV\K हdh \ह _हP fPW हd, OY gq�N,2000 QT  w ZP ]P �j uIST MहQKpW �[T� Q� NtKहP QpKi ]mh 
QRST aS M[S� uIP I[S Q� UV �oS MV\K ]K �j IefK_ M[\K ]K MV JKjN IjVKj VY 
Mk¦WYQTMZV �Nj Lj pPS V�  IK] ®IK jK�NK VK\Q VjSK pKMहU MV हQ� ®IP  
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घZSK±x VP OKSVKjP pPS IT MQW IVT h QefT uI tKN VP Xe�P हd MV OY LKjpw fPW tSP,aIVP 
OKSVKjP pPS VP IjVKj ST JKjN IjVKj VY [P �j _हKx VP IjVKj ST WYq� VK SeVIKS हYST IT 
tpKST VT  MWU VKjqj V[Q JP abKU हRh WTMVS OY LKSP LKjpw fPW QT L§K हd, Ot _ह tKxs ZwZTqK 
NY _ह MहQKpWO VT  UV MNहKi Mह�IT VY NtKह VjTqK �j JKX§K tKxs VT  SPpT tdbT  हeU Vd ¦ZS 
gQMjv[j �Iह OP �j p�ZKWK OP, aIVY tKxZST VT  MWU M j W§Ki Vj�qTh QTjT VहST VK NK�L\l 
\ह हd MV Ot NV IwXK, tK� �j LKSP VK txZ_KjK uS NPS� VK  d IWK UV IK] Sहm MV\K OKNK, 
Nt NV \ह ि�]MN Sहm IesjTqPh UV Nj  OdIWQTj हd, OहKx �ह[e�NKS VP ItIT VQ tKMj� हYNP 
हd, _हKx JP OW-�txsS VT  tTहNj NjPV� IT WYq gLST OPST VT  MWU LPST VT  LKSP VK uxNOKQ VjNT हd 
�j [wIjP Nj  pTjKLwxOP हd, OहKx Lj �ह[e�NKS Q� ItIT º\K[K tKMj� हYNP हd, _हKx Lj WYq tjIKN 
VT  tK[ JP LPST VT  LKSP VT  MWU NjINT हRh QefT IjVKj VY ^LVT  QK�\Q IT \हP VहSK हd MV OW 
�txsS VT  QKQWT Q� IjVKj VY VYi V[Q abKSK pKMहU �j MOI NjPVT  IT ML�WP IjVKj ST UV 
IefK_ M[\K ]K MV SM[\� VY OY§ST VK �\KI MV\K OKSK  pKMहU, aI Lj M_pKj VjSK pKMहUh 
ML�WT M[S� gZW OP ST �sKSQx~P kK. QSQYहS �Iह OP VY UV L~ MWXK SxM[\� VY OY§ST VT  
tKjT Q� h QefT VW VK gXtKj L�Vj [e:X हe^ MV aIVK O_Kt uI NjPVT  IT Nd\Kj MV\K OK jहK 
हd MV aIVK �T\ gZW OP VY S MQWTh ^L MVIP VY QN [PMOU WTMVS uI �ह[e�NKS VY हj IKW 
IwXT IT N§LVj QjST VT  MWU �j tK� IT kwtVj QjST VT  MWU S �YM§\T h gqj uIVK VYi 
IQKsKS हd NY tTहNj OW �txsS �j �ह[e�NKS VP SM[\� VY OY§Vj हP हQ tK� IT �j IwXT IT 
tp IVNT हdh QR ^LVT  QK�\Q IT IjVKj IT \हP VहSK pKहNK हwxh sv\_K[ h  
 

./ cहQ9 ;�JN ( qeOjKN ) : QKv\_j, ^O tहeN हP Qह�_Lw�l M_`\ Lj I[S Q� pp� 
हY jहP हd h QR ^LVK sv\_K[ VjNK हwx MV ^LST QefT uI pp� Q� Mह�IK WTST VK Q�VK M[\K हdh \ह 
Ve [jN VK jह�\ हd \K Ve [jN VK VMjoQK MV हQKjT [T� Q� Vi uWKVT  ®IT हR OहKx IwXK हd �j Vi 
�[T� ®IT हR OY tK� VP M_JPM`VK IT Owf jहT हR h ^IKQ ,LxOKt MtहKj, QहKjK��, MहQKpW, 
qeOjKN, UV ±j OहKx tK� VP M_MJM`VK  IT Owf jहT हR NY [wIjP ±j Ve � uWKVT  ®IT हR OहKx IwXK 
हdh _हKx VT  WYq �KV� MNV ^L[K �j Vहm Lj �KV� MNV M_L[K VP _Oह IT gIj¯�N हRh uIVT  
VKj� Vi WYq� VP OKS� qi हRh हj IKW हQ uIP I[S Q� \K [wIjT I[S Q� VJP IwXT Lj tहI 
VjNT हd, VJP tK� VT  tKjT Q� tहI VjNT हR, VJP VYi �j �KV� MNV M_L[K \K ^L[K ^ OKNP हd, 
VJP g]ln_TV ^NK हd, VJP IKunWYS ^NK हd 
WTMVS uIVK LjQKS�Z I�¨\w�S n\K हd, uIVK हW n\K हd, aIT Íw xÍST VP हQ� VYM�� VjSP 
pKMहUh  
 
 QR gJP gLST Lw_l _�K VY IeS jहK ]Kh \ह tKN IहP हd MV gqj SM[\� VY OY§K OKU NY 
\ह IQ�\K हW हY IVNP हd �j \ह M_pKj tहeN LहWT IT pW jहK हd h MOI Njह IT uI Lj gQW 
हYSK pKMहU, _ह Sहm हY LK\K हd WTMVS gJP JP uI M[�K Q� �e�^N हYSP pKMहU NKMV uIVK 
�]Ki हW MSVKWK OK IVT h  
 
 QहY[\, gJP MOS uWKVY Q� tK� ^i, pKहT _ह MtहKj हY, ^IKQ हY \K �j uWKVT  ह�, 
हj Oqह Lj LहepxSK gIxJ_ हd, WTMVS \ह ��xISP\ tKN हd MV tहeN Oqह� Lj हQKjT �sKS Qx~P 
kK. QSQYहS �Iह �j हQKjP g�\�K ^[j�P\ IYMS\K OP Lहe xpPh _T S  
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MI l  _हKx Lहe xpP tि¨V Lहe xpST VT  tK[ avह�ST �sKS Qx~P OP VY \K IjVKj VY gLPW VP h aI VT  
tK[ �sKS Qx~P OP ST _हKx ZPQ JTOST VT  MS[¶� M[U �j O�jNQx[� VY  K\[K �j jKहN VT  tN�j 
gSKO _ [wIjP pPO� VK �txs VjKST VP tKN VP h  
 

QहY[\, QR gLST q�ह �[T� qeOjKN VT  tKj Q� JP MS_T[S VjSK pKहwxqK, WTMVS aI VT  
LहWT VहSK pKहwxqK MV IKQKv\ N�j Lj VहK OKNK हd MV º\K[K tKMj� हYST \K OY LKSP OQPS IYX 
Sहm LKNP, aIVP _Oह IT tK� ^NP हdh WTMVS VT _W _हP VKj� Sहm हd, uI VT  �j JP VKj� हR, 
uxIKS VP SKIQfP,�]KSP\ �KIS VP WKLj_KहP, tK� VP Lw_�SeQKS S हYSK, ^L[K �txsS VP 
VQP �j OW Ixp\P \YOSK±x VK gJK_ JP tK� V�  Qe�\ VKj� हdh gqj हQKjK �]KSP\ �KIS \K 
uxIKS IQf[KjP M[XKU NY SeVIKS IT tpK OK IVNK हdh QहY[\, QdST gLST �[T� qeOjKN VT  
tK�¯�N �T~ VK [�jK MV\K ]Kh QRST LKxp M[S NV [M�� qeOjKN Q� tj�WP MOWK, QTjK gLSK J§�p 
MOWK, IwjN SIY§P, tWIKjK �j IK] Q� [K[j Sqj ह_TWP VK [�jK MV\K h हQ ST _हKx OKVj 
[TXK MV MOI Njह VK SeVIKS हe^, aI IT WYq VK P LjT�KS हdh _हKx 4 घxZT NV tKMj� हei �j 
LKSP Vd IT ^\K Vd IT pWK q\K, \ह LNK Sहm pWKh gt _ह tKMj� VK LKSP NY ]K हP, VJP-VJP 
��KIS VP WKLj_KहP VP _Oह IT JP SeVIKS हYNK हdh gqj MtSK IwpSK VT  kdQ \K ZRV VK LKSP 
�Y§ M[\K q\K NY JP WYq LjT�KS हYNT हRh LKSP �Y§K OKU, aI IT VYi UNjK« SहP हd, WTMVS Lw_l 
IwpSK [P OKSP pKMहUh VJP-VJP WYq� VY _ह Sहm MQWNP हd  �j _T LjT�KS हYNT हR h XKI N�j IT 
[TहKN QT jK�NT X�Q हY peV�  हd, ZTWP YS VT  �¢tT Mqj qU हR, MtOWP VT  X¢tT Mqj qU हR, jTW VP 
LZMj\Kx X�Q हY peVP हRh uI Njह JKjP QK~K Q� SxVIKS हe^ हdh uI IKW uIP Njह tK� ^UqP, 
JwpKW ^UqK, cycolone ^UqK �j �[T� VP IjVKj� VT v� IjVKj IT gLT�K jXNP हdh MV LdIK 
MQWTh Mj _हKx IT ZPQ JTOP OKNP हd �j tK[ Q� IहK\NK N\ हYNP हdh VJP-VJP NY \ह हYNK हd MV 
^O tK� ^i �j �KQ VY �[T� VP IjVKj VहNP हd MV हOKj� VjY§� VK SeVIKS हY q\Kh aI 
VT  tK[ QTSYjTkQ JTONT हR �j Qe�\ Qx~P OP MpäP MWXN� हd �j gLT�K VjNT हR MV VT v� IT LdIK 
MQWTh avह� gLT�K VjSP pKMहU n\�MV VJP VJP �[T� VP IjVKj� NVWP  Q� हYNP हd, WTMVS ®IT 
uo\wO VY LÃMWMZIKuO Sहm VjSK pKMहU, aSVK jKOSPMNVj� Sहm VjSK pKMहUh bPV हd, Ot 
®IP ^L[K \K M_L[K ^NP हd NY UV QKS_P\ Ôि�ZVY� हYSK pKMहU �j aIP VT  ^sKj Lj IJP 
VY MQWVj ®IP ^L[K \K M_L[K VK MQWOeW Vj IKQSK VjSK pKMहUh ®IP LMjि�]MN Q� VT v� 
IjVKj, �[T� VP IjVKj \K jKOSPMNV LK�Z\� �j US.OP.±O. IJP VY MQWVj aI M_Lि� 
VK IKQSK VjSK pKMहU h QहY[\, QR aS US0OP0±O0 VY QetKjVtK[ [TSK pKहNK हwx MOvह�ST MV 
OहKx Vहm JP XKI N�j IT qeOjKN Q� Ot JP VYi naturat cakamity ^i हd, �KV� MNV ^L[K \K 
M_L[K ^i हd, हQKjT US.OP.±O.�j [wIjT WYq� ST MOI Njह IT Q[[ VP हd, _ह IjKहSP\ हdh 
QdST tK�¯�N �T~� Q� OKVj [TXK हd MV WYq VPp§ QT jह jहT हR MOS VT  £Lj ^IQKS �j SPpT 
sjNP हd h QdST [TXK MV _हKx Vi QVKS� VP �N MqjP हei हd �j घj VT  UV VYST QT UV QMहWK gLST 
4-5 t¸p� VY WTVj tdbP हei हdh aI VT  घj Q� MtOWP Sहm हdh _हKx MI l  UV QYQt�P \K candle 
OW jहP हdh NY ®IT हKWKN Q� aSVY N�VKW jKहN Sहm MQW LKNP हd Nt M[W VY NVWP  हYNP हdh 
_हKx 4-4,5-5 M[S NV cash doles Sहm txZNP हd �j txZNP हd NY UV MOWT Q� 7 M[S VT  MWU, [wIjT 
MOWT Q� 5 M[S �j gv\ Q� 3 M[S txZNP हd h aI VT  tK[ घj VK OY IKQKS tK� Q� tह q\K, aI VT  
MONSK LdIK MQWSK pKMहU, _ह Sहm  
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MQWNK हdh QहY[\, हOIVK QVKS Mqj q\K हd, aI VK assessment Sहm हYNK हd �j हYNK JP हd 
NY OY �KuZTMj\K N\ हd, aI VT  MहIKt IT aIT LdIK Sहm MQWTqK NY _ह gLSK घj Vd IT tSK LKUqK h  
 

NY QR VT v� IjVKj IT, �[T� VP IjVKj IT NY gSejYs V�x qK, WTMVS ^LVT  QK�\Q IT VT v� 
VP IjVKj IT gSejYs VjSK pKहe xqK MV º\K[K IT º\K[K Q[[ [P OKU, OहKx OहKx JP tK� ^i हd 
�j XKIN�j IT qeOjKN Q�, OहKx º\K[K SeVIKS हe^ हd h qeOjKN Q� VjPtS 120 IT º\K[K WYq� VP 
OKS� qi हR, हOKj� QVKS Íह qU हR, हOKj� LMj_Kj घj M_हPS हY qU हd, L�e VK P Ix�\K Q� QKjT 
qU हR, MVIKS VP OY X§P  IW ]P _ह JP tt�[ हY peVP हdh _हKx VK MVIKS tt�[ हY peVK हd, OY 
a�Yq ]T, X�Q हY peVT  हRh uI Njह _हKx JKjP SeVIKS हe^ हd, uIMWU �_KJKM_V हd MV VT v� VP 
IjVKj VP ±j IT  _हKx VT  MWU º\K[K IT º\K[K IहK\NK MQWSP pKMहU h  
 

aLIJKLMN QहY[\, QefT QetKjVtK[ [TSP हd MV OdIT हP _हKx tK� ^i, �sKSQx~P OP VK 10 
NKjPX VY [�jK N\ हe^, IYMS\K OP VK 12 NKjPX VK [�jK N\ हe^, WTMVS _T[j VP _Oह IT _ह 
_हKx OK Sहm LKU, WTMVS हQKjP VKx̄ TI VP g�\�K ST uQPMkUZWP gLPW VP, Qe�\Qx~P OP ^U 
�j avह�ST JP VहK, uQPMkUZWP �sKSQx~P OP ST 90 VjY§ �LU qeOjKN VT  MWU M[U �j tKVP 
�[T�� VT  MWU JP M[U , pKहT _ह MtहKj हY \K gIQ हYh Vi Oqह NY tKVP Oqह IT tK� ^NP हd, 
pKहT _ह MहQKpW �[T� हY, pKहT gIQ हY\K MtहKj हY, aIVP _Oह IT [wIjP Oqह� Lj JP NVWP  
हYNP हd NY OहKx-OहKx uIIT SeVIKS हYNK हd _हKx VT  MWU JP VT v� IjVKj VP ±j IT º\K[K IT 
º\K[K Q[[ MQWSP pKMहU h  
 
aLIJKLMN QहY[\, QR º\K[K _� Sहm WTSK pKहNK, ^MXj Q� QR \हP ^¯ह VjSK pKहNK हwx MV 
OहKx-OहKx VK P SeVIKS हe^ हd, OहKx OहKx VK P WYq LjT�KSP Q� हd, aSVP VT v� IjVKj VP ±j 
º\K[K IT º\K[K Q[[ O�j हY, WTMVS aIIT JP º\K[K uIVT  LjQKS�Z IY¨\e�S MOIT VहNT हR \K 
ZT¢LjTjP IY¨\e�S VहNT हR, W�q ZQl \K �KZl ZQl IY¨\e�S,aI ±j VT v� IjVKj VK �\KS OKSK 
pKMहU h uI Ixtxs Q� OY QdST ]Y§K tहeN IYpVj ^uk�MZ Ki MV\K हd, _ह QR I[S Q� I[S VT  
IKQST jXSK pKहNK हwx MOI Lj M_pKj MV\K OKUh OहKx NV �ÃZl ZQl VK I_KW हd  Immediate 
rehabilitation of those rendered homeless due to the devastating floods by 
constructing new houses for the totally destroyed ones and repairing those 
which are partially damaged, support in terms of cash doles, food articles, 
clothing and bedding, employment opportunities for those who have been 
rendered unemployed because of damage to industrial units, medical aid for 
those taken sick, maintenance of the hygienic conditions by spraying of 
powder, putting water purifying tablets in drinking water and vaccination against 
possible spread of any kind of epidemic. ^O OY हQKjP WYVW tÃkPO हR, pKहT MOWK 
LMj`[ हY\K NK¨WeVK LMj`[ हY, हKWN \ह हd MV aSVT  LKI LdIT Sहm हd, aSVT  LKI [_Kux\K Sहm 
हdh QefT [xX VT  IK] VहSK L§NK हd MV Ot [_Ku\Kx _हKx Sहm ]m NY �Ku_TZ UOTvIP \K tKVP WYq� 
IT tKN VjVT  [_u\Kx हQST gLSP WYVW tÃkP VY �Y_Kuk VjKi ]P h uIIT t§P [eX VP tKN n\K  
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5.00 p.m. 
 
 
हY IVNP हd? NY uIVT  tKjT Q� JP हQ� IYpSK हYqK �j WYVW tÃkP VY ^�]V N�j Lj QOtwN 
VjSK हYqK h Restoration of power, roads and telecommunication links. 
 

QKSSP\ aLIJKLMN OP, OहKx NV WYq ZQl VK I_KW हd, SM[\� VT  tKjT Q� NY MO� MV\K 
q\K हd, WTMVS Effective visualization of such disasters and avoidance thereof, 
modern and effective rescue system in terms of the manpower resources and 
equipments; MkOK�Zj QdSTOQ�Z  x k VK हQST Vहm Vहm [TXK,OdIT IwjN QT हQST [TXK MV LdIT 
NY qU, WTMVS _ह LdIT ®IT हP L§T jहT, OY un\eLQ�Z XjP[SK pKMहU ]K, XjP[T Sहm qU h MVIVP 
WKLj_KहP हd? uIVT  tKjT Q� JP IYpSK pKMहU h ... ( r\_sKS )... QdST \ह U²OK¢LW M[\K हd, 
a[Kहj� M[\K हdh VYi JP MOWK हY, Vहm Lj JP हY, QR MVIP L�ZVe Wj MOWT \K NK¨WeVT  VP tKN 
Sहm Vj jहK हwx, WTMVS QefT \ह VहSK हd MV gqj  x k हd, LdIT हR, �j aIVP Ot O�jN हY \K 
aIIT LहWT aIVT  tKjT Q� IYpVj, Lw_�SeQKS VjVT  O�jP un\eLQ�Z XjP[ST pKMहUh OहKx NV 
WYVW tÃkP VK हd, Qd gLST Mkि��nZ VP tKN V�x qK MV MOI Njह IT _हKx LKSP JjK हe^ ]K �j 
WYVW tÃkP VT  LKI ®IT VYi un\eLQ�Z Sहm ]T, MOIVT  VKj� WYq NVWP  Q� ]T �j \T un\eLQ�Z 
tKहj VP UO�िvI\� VY Qeहd\K VjKSK L§Th NY MkOK�Zj-QdSTOQTZ MI�ZQ OY हQKjP हd\K aIVK 
Vx ZSOTvIP  x k OY हd, OY LdIT हd, Mkि��nZ VY \ह �Y_KIuk VjSK pKMहU NKMV aIVP _Oह IT 
_हKx Mkि��nZ QT W�q� VY NVWP  S हY �j gqj LdIK _हKx Lj हd NY Ot _� Lj O�jN हY, 
aIVK IहP u�NTQKW हYh \ह tहeN O�jP हd h  
 

aLIJLMN QहY[\, ^O Vi MIZO Q� Vi WYq ®IT �हj� VT  £LjP �]KS Lj jह jहT हR 
\K SPpT jह jह� हR, Ve � WYq �WYL Lj jहNT हR �j Ot tKMj� ^NP हd, NK हQT�K aST घj ZwZ OKNT 
हR, SeVIKS हY OKNK हd, WYqY VP OKST OKNP हd, NY ®IT �]KS� VY LहWT IT ^uk�MZ Ki VjVT  gqj 
हQKjT LKI Vx ZSOTvIP  x k MkOK�Zj QdSTOQ�Z VK हd NY _हKx VT  MWU aIVK IहP u�NTQKW हYSK 
pKMहUh Then desilting and dredging of choked creeks, natural drains and such 
other water arrying outlets in order to ensure free flow of rain water. Vi 
Oqह,[TहKN QT \K �हj Q� gSª]YjKuºk Vx ��n�S हY peVT  हd, OहKx pdSW Sहm हd, °TSTO Sहm हd 
�j °TSTO हd NY _ह MI¨Z हY qU हd, aSVP I Ki हYNP Sहm �j Ot LKSP ^NK हd NY aIVP _Oह 
IT JKjP SeVIKS हYNK हdh NY uIVT  tKjT QT JP हQ� IYpSK L§TqK h  
 

Removal of all obstructions to such structures. 

Repairs of roads and bridges that have been affected by this calamity. 

Strict rules and procedures to be followed in case of release of water 
from reservoirs and dams. 
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LKSP Ot Jj OKNK हd kdQ Q� \K MjO_�\j Q� Nt LKSP �Y§ M[\K OKNK हdh WYq� VY OY 
Lw_l IwpSK [TSP pKMहU _ह JP Sहm [P OKNP हdh QsetSP Q� ®IK हP हe^ h Lw_l IwpSK Sहm [P qi �j 
LKSP �Y§ M[\K q\K MOIIT _हKx Lj WYq� VY SeVIKS हe^ h VQ IT VQ uIVT  tKjT Q� JP IYpSK 
pKMहU h  

So, I request the Central Government to assist the affected people in 
the areas by providing: 

Direct Central assistance for restoration of damage to infrastructure 
and housing (under the Indira Awas Yojana).... 
 
        OY IKW� LहWT uxM[jK ^_KI \YOSK VT  QVKS S� IY �LU QT tST ]T, IKjT ZwZ qU h NY VQ IT 
VQ uIVT  tKjT Q� JP IYpSK हYqK h  

... to be canalised through local self-Government bodies and to be 
implemented by village panchayats/wards under the monitoring of all 
party advisory committee. Such system shall effectively curb misuse 
and discrimination in utilization of such funds and there shall be no 
scope for any imbalance. 

Works to be undertaken under the funds sanctioned as per (2) above 
shall include construction of protection walls on the coasts of creeks, 
rivers and drains; cleaning, desilting and widening them; installation of 
flood warning systems, purchase and maintenance of disaster 
management equipments and such other measures. 

Thickly populated low-lying slum areas may be given package for 
eradication of slums on the pattern of "Dharavi Package" provided to 
Mumbai. 

Sanctioning adequate funds for construction of 'hanging bridge' 
joining Nani and Moti Daman. 

 
 
qeOjKN �j [K[j Sqj ह_TWP VT  tKjT Q� Qd MO� Vj jहK हwx h  

Thousands of workers have been rendered jobless because of the 
damage to industries in the affected areas. It is essential that these 
units restart without much delay in order to avoid problems of and 
arising out of unemployment and, therefore, the needs and demands 
of damaged industrial units have to be addressed. This may include 
restructuring of loans, deferred payment assistance for sales tax and 
Central excise, and such other soft packages. The Central 
Government may invite representative^ of trade and industries to 
discuss their needs. 
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Agriculture sector has been worst hit in this calamity. Thousands of 
acres of standing crop have been destroyed and the farmers of. these 
areas do not usually have insurance cover. Hence, the Central 
Government may provide financial aid to the farmers on the basis of 
acreage of the crop destroyed. 

So, Sir, it is not the right time to indulge in cheap rhetorics of 
demanding and then decrying assistance of the Central Government. Rather, it 
is time for providing a helping hand, a healing touch to the affected people and 
area. The need of the hour is quick and painless re-establishment of the 
displaced. While the local administration do owe an explanation to the 
sufferers, it cannot wash off its responsibility by simply demanding the Central 
assistance. It needs to do its homework properly, in a timely manner, and 
ensure that no such tragedies occur again. 
 

QR º\K[K _� Sहm WTSK pKहwxqK WTMVS OY SeVIKS हe^ हd, pKहT MVIP JP �[T� Q� 
हY,qeOjKN QT हY, MtहKj QT हY, gIQ QT हY, MहQKpW QT हY, QहKjK�� QT हY , pKहT pह ÌWkVP _Oह 
IT हY,pKहT °KaZ VP _Oह IT हY, jKº\ VP IjVKj� gLT�K VjNP हR MV VT v� VP NÓ IT Q[[ MQWTh 
WTMVS हj tKj tK� ^UqP, ST¸pejW VT WTMQZP ^UqP, I��W q_SlQ�Z pKहT MONSK JP LdIK _T, Ot 
NV MV aIVK LjQKS�Z IY¨\w�S Sहm Íw xÍK OKUqK, QR IQfNK हwx MV uIP M[�K Q� हQ� �\KI ह�qT, 
NJP QR IQfNK हwx MV हQ OY IहP QK\S� QT WYqY VP Q[[ VjSK pKहNT हR, _ह Vj LKUxqT h sv\_K[ 
h  
 
 ./Q</ 712<8 38098 :  Ij, Qd [Y हP MQSZ WwxqP, WK�Z _�K हwxh QTjT IT LहWT ItWYq� ST 
tYW M[\K हd, LTjT M__j� [T M[U हRh uIMSU QTjT LKI tYWST VT  MWU Ve � Qe¹T jहT हP SहP हdh WTMVS QR 
[Y-NPS Qe¹� Lj tKN VjSK pKहNP हwx h \हOY ^O ZÃMLV ]K _ह ]K MV Ve � JKq� Q� tK� VP 
ि�]MN Lj pp� Vj�qTh QefT NY WqNK हd MV tK� VP ि�]MN Lj OY JKq� Q� pp� VjSP pKMहU ]P 
aIVP ि�]MN Lj pp� NY Sहm हei हd tि¨V Ve � [Y`KjYL� हeU h Ve � ST VहK MV \ह Sहm हe^, Ve � 
W¢tP-W¢tP \YOSKUx हYSP pKMहU, Ve � ST VहK MV \ह हYSK pKMहU, _ह हYSK pKMहU, tहeN Ve �  
VहK, WTMVS QefT WqNK हd MV OY XKI Qe¹T हR, aSVY MW\K हP Sहm q\K हd h ItITLहWT NY Qd OY 
gJP हQKjT WMWNJKi QTहNK OP ST, OtvNP WKW tjYZ OP ST, gहQ[ JKi ST tहeN Ve � VहK हd,uIQ� 
Qd ]Y§K Ve � �j UV VjSK pKहNP हwx h gJP \ह OY M__j� M[\K q\K, uIQ� OP हQKjK qeOjKN हd 
OdIK gJP gहQ[ JKi ST JP VहK हd MV aIQ� tहeN º\K[K SeVIKS हe^ हd º\K[K NY Sहm tYWwxqP 
aIQ� OY UV ZdnIZKu¨IuÐk��P हd aIQ� VQ IT VQ ^L QKS�qT MV uIQ� \ह ]K MV IMpS, 
aघSK, Qq[¨WK, LKxkTIjK, tTkjYk, tjK�K \ह It OY UMj\K ]T _T tहeN º\K[K �JKM_N हeU हd 
aIVK WqJq 1200 \wMSZ Lj �JK_ L§K हdh Ij, uIQ� 550 VjY§ VKSeVIKS हe^ हdh aIVT  tK[ 
OY kK\Qxk uxk��P हd, aIQ� jYO VK 80 IT 100 VjY§ �L\T VK SeVIKS हe^ हdh Ij, QR ^LVY 
UV tKN �j tNKSK pKहNP हwx MV \ह OY tjIKN हei हd \ह 25 IT 30 I�ZPQPZj jYO VP हei हdh \M[ 
^L Qहe^, QKxk_P J_IKjP, tKjkYWP , _KLP u�\KM[ UMj\K VY [TX�q�, NY LK\�qT MV uSQ� LKSP 
uNSK º\K[K ^\K हd MV _हKx Lj OY XKM§\K ]m, _ह JP  
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Jj qi हRh pwxMV हQKjK IwjN �हj IQe� VT  MVSKjT Lj हd, aIVK OY tdV _KZj हYNK हd , _ह JP tK� 
VK VKj� tSK हdh  
 
 Ij, gJP gहQ[ JKi ST tहeN Ve � VहK हd h QR JP tहeN Ve � VहSK pKहNP हwxh QSYO OP 
ST JP tहeN Ve � VहK हdh O\jKQ JKi ST JP tहeN Ve � VहK हdh QefT WqNK हd MV uIQ� jKOSPMN Ve � 
º\K[K हP VP OK jहP हdh gqj jM_ �xVj OP ST MtहKj VP tK� VT  tKj Q� Ve � VहK NY O\jKQ OP ST 
 ZK Z tYW M[\K MV qeOjKN QT ®IK हY jहK हdh  
 
 Ij, qeOjKN VP ि�]MN VT  tKjT Q�, QR \ह VहSK pKहNP हwx MV [Y �j NPS gq�N VY Ot 
\ह tjIKN हei �j tK� ^i NY हQKjT IP.UQ. �P SjTv� QY[P OP  NPS gq�N VY हP IwjN QT ^ 
q\T ]Th avह�ST ^ILKI VT  IJP uWKVY VY [�jK MV\K �j avह�ST हQ� XKI ux��n�vI [Ph _हKx Lj 
USOP±« VY teWK\K pT¢tIl ^  VKQIl VY teWK\K , WYq� VY teWK\K �j IMS\K, L_lNLKMZ\K 
aघSK u�\KM[ MOS –MOS Oqह Lj LKSP JjK हe^ ]K, _हKx Lj aSVY OKST VT  MWU VहK h Qe�\ 
Qx~P OP tKjkYWP q\T, S_IKjP q\Th IJP Oqह OKVj avह�ST JKjNP\ OSNK LKZ� VT  WYq� VY 
VहK MV UV-UV घj Q� ^L WYq� VK OKSK हd �j IJP VY It Ve � LहepKSK हdh Ij, हQQT MQMW�P 
teW_Ki ]P, WTMVS _ह [wIjT M[S NV Sहm ^\Ph MQMW�P n\K VKQ Vj WTqP, _हKx Lj WYq हP 
VK P VKQ Vj jहT ]T h QR Xe�SIPt हwx, QR aI Oqह VP jहST _KWP हwx MV OहKx VT  WYq gLST ^L 
VKQ VjNT हR, avह� VKQ VjST VT  MWU VहSK हP  SहP L§NK h qeOjKN VT  WYq� ST tहeN VKQ MV\K 
हdh uIVT  MWU aSVP tहeN NKjP  VP OKNP हd h QR \ह VहSK pKहNP हwx MV WKX� LdVT ÞI घj-घj 
Lहe xpK\T q\Th LKSP VT  LdVT ÞI �j t¸p� VT  MWU [ws Lहe xpK\K q\K h ^L IYp IVNT हd MV OहKx pKj� 
Nj  LKSP हP LKSP हY, WYq� VT  घj ZwZT हe\T ह�h ^ILKI IKxL हd, QjT हeU OKS_j LKI Q� IT MSVW 
jहT हR, WYq� VT  t¸pT Qj jहT हd, NY _हKx Lj OKSK MVNSK QeिoVW हYNK हdh _हKx Lj LKSP Q� VjxZ VT  
VKj� SK_ OK Sहm IVNP हd Qd �V Q� tdb-tdbVj �_x\ [�jK VjVT  ^\P हwx h Qd SK_ Q� JP q\P हwxh 
\ह VहK_N IहP हd MOIVP S  ZT Mt_Ki, _ह n\K OKST LPj LjKi”h \हKx Lj WYq tहeN Ve � VहNT 
हR MV \ह हYSK pKMहU,_ह हYSK pKMहU, WTMVS gIW QT n\K हY jहK हd? ML�WT LpKI IKW QT हQST 
tहeN Ve � [TXK हdh WTMVS हQST tK� LPM§N� VT  MWU VYi XKI \YOSKUx Sहm tSKi हRh IJP Oqह 
Lj qjPt� VP tKIN हYNP हd, MVIKSY VP tKN हYNP हd, WTMVS aSVT  MWU Ve � Sहm हY LKNK हd? 
MVIKS ^�Q ह�\K n\� VjNT हR? tK� ^NP हd, WYS WTNT हR, LdIK peVK SहP LKNT हR, uIMWU ®I 
हYNK हdh uxk��PO VT  WYq ^�Q ह�\K Vj jहT हR h WYq� VT  MWU \YOSÙ tSSP pKMहU, g¸�P \YOSKUx 
tSSP pKMहU SÃZ ^S [ LTLIl, tि¨V �TिnZVW Q� \YOSK±x Lj VKQ हYSK pKMहUh हQ IJP VY 
aSVT  MWU VKQ VjSK pKMहU h  
 
 Ij, [QS MIW_KI VP \हKx tKN VहP qi हdh ML�WT IKW हP [QS �j MIW_KI VT  tPp 
QT MÕO tSK ]K OY ZwZ q\K हdh aIVT  VKj� JP VK P SeVIKS हe^ हdh QTjK gSejYs हd MV IjVKj 
VP Nj  IT aSVY LwjP IहK\NK MQWSP pKMहUh Ij, Ot हQKjT IP.UQ.^\T ]T NY aI IQ\ \ह 
tKN ^i MV हQKjT �sKS Qx~P OP ^ jहT हR h हQ t§T Xe� हY q\T h aIVT  tK[ LNK pWK MV �PQNP 
IYMS\K OP JP ^ jहP हR, हQ tहeN Xe� हY q\T h हQ� WqK MV MOI �VKj IT MtहKj VY LdVT O MQWK 
हd, _dIK हP हQ� JP LdVT O MQWTqK, n\�MV हQKjT \हKx VK P SeVIKS हe^ हdh LTLj� QT �LNK हd MV 
Qe�\ Qx~P OP ST jOe^_ हP Sहm VP h gJP   
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gहQ[ IKहt ST \हP VहK हd h gJP IP.UQ. q\T हR , _T LwjP MjLYZl [TX�qT NJP NY _T Vह�qT MV MVNSK 
SeVIKS qeOjKN Q� हe^ हdh aIIT LहWT _T Vd IT Vह [T MV MVIKS SeVIKS हe^ हd? Ij, QTjT LKI 
UV MVNKt हd,uIQ� Qe�\ Qx~P OP ST IKjT kKZK« M[\T हR MV MVNSK SeVIKS  हe^ हd h avह�ST WK�Z 
kT QKxq VP MV हQ� 3500 VjY§ �L\T VP IहK\NK pKMहUh WTMVS MI l  55 VjY§ �L\T VP IहK\NK 
MQWP हdh \ह _ह _KWP tKN हd MV gqj MVIP VY Ve � MQWK हd NY “n\K ±�T �j n\K XK\Th uNST 
LdIT Q� MVNSK Vd � WYS M[\K OK IVNK हd h _हKx Lj QR Xe[ ]P, _हKx VWTnZj, Mk¦ZP VWTnZIl ]T, 
VMQoSj ]T, _हKx Lj हj घj VP _PMk\Y¯K P हei हd h jKº\ IjVKj VP Nj  IT हQVY \ह VहK q\K 
]K MV हj घj VP _PMk\Y¯K P हYSP pKMहU �j VYi JP ®IK r\ि� MOIVK SeVIKS हe^ हd, 
MOSVT  V¸pT घj हR, aSVY 25 हOKj �L\T �j MOSVT  LnVT  घj हR,aSVY 50 हOKj �L\T VP 
IहK\NK �j OY WYq QjT हR, aSVY gWq IT IहK\NK [P qi हd h  
 

NY QR \ह Sहm VहNP, हQKjP jKº\ IjVKj VP Nj  IT tहeN VKQ MV\K q\K हd, WTMVS 
Ij,SdpejW Vd WTMQZP« Ot ^NP हR, Nt jKº\ IjVKj VP ^�]V ि�]MN W§X§K  OKNP हdh Ot 
\ह W§X§K OKNP हd NY हQ� V� � IjVKj VP Nj  IT ^�]V IहK\NK MQWSP pKMहU �j aIQ� 
LKj[��NK हYSP pKMहUh VJP JP I�NTWK r\_हKj Sहm हYSK pKMहU MV aIVT  IK] \ह �j हQKjT 
IK] \ह Ot JP \ह qeOjKN IjVKj VP tKN ^NP हd NY ItVT  VKS X§T हY OKNT हR MV \ह V\K 
tKN हY jहP हR ? gJP QSYO OP ST VहK Ij[Kj IjY_j VT  tKjT Q� h qeOjKN VT  WYq� IT ^L Ij[Kj 
IjY_j VT  tKjT QT LwM�U MV _ह aSVT  MWU n\K gहMQ\N aSVT  MWU n\K gहMQ\N jXNK हd? घj-
घj Q� aIIT LKSP Lहe xp jहK हd, MtOWP OKUqP �j _हKx Lj MONST WYq ]T, aSVY jPहdMtMWZTZ 
Vj_K\K OK jहK हdh Vd IT Vj_K\K OK jहK हd? V� �P\ ZPQ NY IJP Oqह OKNP हd, _हKx JP OKVj 
[TXVj ^U MV n\K VKQ हY jहK हd? IJP Oqह Lj jPहdMtMWZT�S MV\K OK jहK हd, WYq� VY LdIT 
M[U OK jहT हR, It Ve � MV\K OK jहK हdh uIMWU Ij, QR VहSK pKहwxqP MV qeOjKN jKº\ IjVKj 
VP Nj  IT tहeN VKQ MVU OK jह� हR, WTMVS OY ^�]V ि�]MN IjVKj VP Mtq§ jहP हd, OY हQKjT 
Qe�\ Qx~P ST qeOK©Mj� VP हd MV हQVY 3500 VjY§ �L\K MQWSK pKMहU, aIVT  MWU QR ^LIT 
MS_T[S V�x qP �j QR pKहNP हwx MV ^LVT  QK�\Q IT IjVKj VT  LKI UV QdITO OKSK pKMहU MV 
qeOjKN IjVKj VY 3500 VjY§ �LU [TST pKMहU �j gqj IxJ_ हY, NY V� �P\ ZPQ VY _हKx 
JTOVj MONSK  SeVIKS हe^ हd, VQ IT VQ aIVP JjLKi NY VjSP pKMहU NKMV qeOjKN VT  WYq, 
OY gJP uI ि�]MN Q� Sहm हR, n\�MV हj IKW aSVY MVIP S MVIP Si QeIPtN VK IKQSK VjSK 
L§NK हd, uIMWU Qd IjVKj IT [j�_K�N V�x qP MV IjVKj VY ... ( r\_sKS ) ... 

SHRI E.M. SUDARSANA NATCHIAPPAN (Tamil Nadu) :    But how 
much assistance was given when the NDA   Government was in power? She is 
saying that within 100 days ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI AJAY MAROO (Jharkhand): You ask the Government. 
...(Interruptions)... 

./Q</ 712<8 38098 :  Ij, \ह gWq tKN हdh ... ( >?2@8A) ... Ij, QefT WqNK हd  MV 
^LVT  �j QTjT ... ( r\_sKS ) ...  
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./ �;7:8;1< : IM_NK OP, ^L VSnWwk VPMOU.... ^L VSnWwk VPMOUh ... ( 
r\_sKS )... 
 

./Q</ 712<8 38098 :   Ij, QR �j gMsV Ve � Sहm pKहNP h QefT WqNK हd MV Ve � 
tKN� IT QTjT M_L� VT  WYq� VY Ve � ... ( r\_sKS )... 

 
./ 08W� ;0Q80 :  Ij, हQ JP qeOjKN VT  हR WTMVS ... ( r\_sKS ) ... 
 

./Q</  712<8 38098 : Ij, \T NY Xe[ qeOjKN VT  हR h uSVY NY qeOjKN VT  MWU tहeN 

Ve � QKxqKSK pKMहU, aW^ \T QTjT M_L� Q� tYW jहT हRh Ij, Ot \T WYq \हKx हYNT हR Nt tYWNT हRh ... 

( r\_sKS )... 

 

SHRI RAJU PARMAR: Whatever assistance was given, it was given 
only to the BJP ruled States ...(Interruptions)... 
 

 

./Q</ 712<8 38098 : Ij, \ह tKN Mt¨Ve W qWN हd h UV- UV r\ि� VY, IJP VY 
IहK\NK  MQW jहP हd h QdkPVW Vd ¢L WqKU qU हR,  w k LdVT ÞI M[U qU हR, Vd � M[\K OK jहK हd, 
ItVY M[\K OK jहK हd Lj \T OY ^�TL WqKU OK jहT हR...  
 

./ �;7:8;1< :  \ह VYi nWdMjM VT �S Sहm हd, ^L VSnWwk VPMOU h  
 

./Q</ 712<8 38098 :  QefT WqNK हd MV qeOjKN IjVKj VY, OY gLSP  ^�]V 
ि�]MN VK M_pKj S VjNT हeU JP WYq� NV Lहe xp jहP हd, aIVT  MWU uSVY sv\_K[ VjSK pKMहU, 
£Lj IT \T uI Njह VP tKN� VहNT हR h QहY[\, QR ^LVT  QK�\Q IT IjVKj IT \ह VहSK pKहNP हwx 
MV _ह qeOjKN IjVKj VP LwjP-LwjP Q[[ VjT, sv\_K[ h  

 

SHRI E.M. SUDARSANA NATCHIAPPAN : Sir, when the hon. 
Member belonging to the AIADMK Party was speaking, he stated that there 
were 12 Minister from Tamil Nadu but no one has done anything for Tamil 
Nadu. I have come to know that Tamil Nadu Government has not at all 
approached "the Central Government for any assistance. If the State 
Government asks for it, only then can the Central Government interfere. The 
State Government should have asked for it. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:   He is not here.  Please sit down. 

The discussion on the flood situation in some parts of the country is 
over. The Minister will reply to the debate tomorrow. The House is adjourned till 
11 a.m. tomorrow, the 17* August, 2004. 

The House then adjourned at fifteen minutes past five of the clock till eleven of 
the clock on Tuesday, the 17th August, 2004. 
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